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welcome

Cover image:   riChard hutton's 1955 11bn (with the editor's 1954 
11bn on the left) photographed during oCtober  2010 at the 
Canadian memorial at vimy ridge.

photograph by John barnes 

welcome (finally) to the november/december edition 
of floating power which as i said in the last edition 
unavoidably is much later than normal.  

hopefully you will find the wait worthwhile and you will also 
enjoy the 2011 toC calendar which should have arrived in the 
same envelope.

i'd like to start this month by thanking all the members who took 
the trouble to write or send emails to me to express their support 
following publication of the last edition.  i haven't yet had time to 
reply to all the people who sent letters but i shall do so as soon 
as possible.

november brings the 2011 agm and the anniversary of my 
resignation as editor of this magazine.  as is eminently apparent 
i'm still doing the job so i've decided to share with members the 
reasons why.

my resignation last year was prompted by the fact that another 
Club member, supported by one of the section Co-ordinators, 
expressed an interest in taking over as editor.  in order to avoid 
the need for a ballot at the agm i resigned, but offered to support 
the transition by producing one or two more editions whilst the 
new editor got up to speed.   for personal reasons i also resigned 
from the committee.

in the event the member decided not to go ahead with his 
application and there were no other volunteers - hence the reason 
you are still reading what i select from the input generously 
supplied by members and others.

except on beautiful summer days, when i would prefer to be 
doing something else, editing the magazine is something i still 
enjoy and therefore i shall continue to do so as long as members 
and the Committee are happy with my efforts, or another member 
would like to take over, or it no longer suits me to do so.

would members please note that i have changed my personal 
email account and that the editor@traction-owners.co.uk email 
address should be used for sending emails to me.

finally may i take this opportunity to wish all members a very 
merry Christmas and a healthy, happy and prosperous 2011.

John Barnes

Published bi-monthly since 1976,  
Floating Power is the official magazine 

of the Traction Owners Club Limited 
Registered  office: 58 St Augustine Road

Griffithstown, Pontypool,
Gwent NP4 5EZ

The opinions expressed by contributors 
are not necessarily those of Floating 

Power or the TOC.  The TOC is not 
respoonsible for the results of following 

contributors’ advice, nor does it 
neccesarily endorse the products or 

services of any advertiser.  The editor 
reserves the right to sub-edit submitted 

material as deemed necessary.  This 
publication may not be reproduced in 
any form or part without the written 
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welcome to the following new 
members who have recently

joined the toC

2159 mr Carlos macaya, miami, florida, usa
2160 mr ray wicks,  brighton, east sussex
2161 mr nicholas warns, norwich, norfolk
2162 mr peter hudson, nunhead, london
2163 mr stuart Craig, manaia, new Zealand
2164 mr lazar budjanovcanin,  slough, west berks
2165 miss siân Jeffreys, mold, flintshire

the closing date for input
 to the Jan/feb edition of 

floating power is
wednesday 8th december

Missing Magazine?
Please contact John or Bev Oates

01629 582154
membership@traction-owners.co.uk

The members of the Committee of the Traction Owners Club are all volunteers who work from home in their spare time.  Please be considerate 
when contacting them and in the demands you make on their time. They are happy to help you but may not always be able to do so immediately

 Honarary Life Members 

of the 

Traction Owners Club

fred annells
dave shepherd

peter riggs
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The members of the Committee of the Traction Owners Club are all volunteers who work from home in their spare time.  Please be considerate 
when contacting them and in the demands you make on their time. They are happy to help you but may not always be able to do so immediately

PRESIDENT   Bernie Shaw 
silvertrees, 2 hardwick Close, wellingborough, northamptonshire, nn8 5ae   
01933 274382     president@traction-owners.co.uk
CHAIRMAN   Bev Oates 
55 the Knoll, tansley, matlock, derbyshire  de4 5fp  
01629 582154     chairman@traction-owners.co.uk
SECRETARY   John Ogborne
4 whitegates, bath road, wells, somerset ba5 3lp     
01749 675312     secretary@traction-owners.co.uk 
TREASURER   Tony Malyon
58 st augustine road, griffithstown, pontypool, gwent  np4 5eZ   
01495 763239      treasurer@traction-owners.co.uk
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY   John & Bev Oates
55 the Knoll, tansley, matlock, derbyshire  de4 5fp  
01629 582154     membership@traction-owners.co.uk 
WEBSITE    Mick Popka 
151 tadcaster road, dringhouses, york, north yorkshire  yo24 1QJ   
01904 701005    webmaster@traction-owners.co.uk
SOCIAL SECRETARY   Terence McAuley
7 the normans, bathampton, bath  ba2 6td
01225 466939 events@traction-owners.co.uk 
HELPLINE   Mick & Moira Holmes 
35 mays avenue, Carlton, nottingham, ng4 1as    
0115 911 0960/0870 012 2002/0044 115 911 0960   helpline@traction-owners.co.uk
CLUB SPARES   Chris Treagust
98 first avenue, batchmere, Chichester, west sussex  po20 7lQ
01243 511378     spares@traction-owners.co.uk
CLUB SHOP   Barry Curtis  
22 Kings drive, pagham, bognor regis, sussex, po21 4py
01243 266129   clubshop@traction-owners.co.uk

ADMIN & COMMITTEE ARCHIVIST   Lynda Ogborne
4 whitegates, bath road, wells, somerset  ba5 3lp    
01749 675312     committee-archive@traction-owners.co.uk 
TECHNICAL & CLUB HISTORY ARCHIVIST   Frank Grant 
dun donnachaidh, Crathie, ballater, aberdeenshire  ab35 5ul  
01339 742272     technical-archive@traction-owners.co.uk
NON-DESIGNATED   
Colin Gosling
Mark Harding   
sunnyside farm, parracombe, barnstable, devon eX31 4QJ    01598 763241
Tony Hodgekiss
94 oving road, Chichester, sussex  po19 7ew    01243 781040 
Peter Riggs 
6 newton Close, rushden, northamptonshire nn10 0hr      01933 419863    
Steve Reed
1 terwick Cottage, rogate, near petersfield, hampshire  gu31 5eg    01730 821792  
John Reynolds
18 partridge Close, upper bruntingthorpe, lutterworth, leicestershire, le175Qy. 
 0116 247 8400 - john.reynolds53@btyahoo.com
Tony Latchford
22 inchbonnie road, south woodham ferrers, essex, Cm3 5fg   
01245 328009

advisors to the Committee
Health & Safety   Tony Latchford 
2 inchbonnie road, south woodham ferrers, essex, Cm3 5fg   
01245 328009     health-safety@traction-owners.co.uk
Child Protection:  Lynda Ogborne
4 whitegates, bath road, wells, somerset  ba5 3lp    
01749 675312     child-protection@traction-owners.co.uk 
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i should like to start by thanking all who offered to help with the neC stand following 
michael simpson’s accident.  

i am especially grateful to mick and moira holmes who, despite “retiring” from neC 
duty, again stepped up to ensure we have a quality stand.  mick himself had another 
knee op in the last few weeks but nevertheless he has overseen the coordination of 
cars and stand-manning duties from his sick-bed because i have spent much of the 
last month out of the country mainly holiday, ain’t retirement grand!

pearl and i had what was supposed to be a non-car holiday this year – in China.  Citroën 
do not have a large market share (vw dominate) and there were no old Citroën to spot 
but there is still an impressive, and growing, number of new vehicles.  the smaller 
(local build) models are popular as taxis in some areas whereas the larger (imported) 
vehicles are definitely status symbols in bigger cities like beijing and shanghai.  

i have just returned from a board meeting of the aCi (amicale Citroën internationale).  
on this occasion we were invited to meet the organisers and visit the site of the 
2011 “2Cv world meeting” in salbris.  this event was chosen to be the aCi “event of 
the year” (eoty) and that will ensure the organisers receive considerable financial 
support from automobiles Citroën.  (we in the uK are in the same position with the 
2012 iCCCr because the aCi selected our event as eoty for that year).  over 6000 2Cvs 
are expected on a 70 acre site within minutes from salbris town centre.  

president's ponderings

Bernie Shaw

we were all very impressed by the planning and effort but they do have one major advantage over 2012 – the site is free.  it has been 
donated by the local municipality who, having hosted similar events in the past, expect the influx of 6000 2Cvs will boost the local 
economy by about two-thirds.  as well as meeting the organising team and local enthusiasts we were also taken to see the mayor of 
salbris and his staff who greeted us like old friends, forcing us to drink a superb wine at a time when morning coffee would have been 
far more appropriate.

back home little has happened in my garage recently.  progress on the Cloverleaf has been hampered by holidays and the search for 
a couple of essential pieces of the wooden frames of the front seats.  the tin bits are now painted and looking resplendent so i can at 
least get on with fitting the wing assemblies to the chassis and adding various other bits of trim.  the traction is running well and is 
due to be on the neC stand disguised as the “lecot” car to fit the official show theme of “records”.

socially, next year is already beginning to look busy with both uK and overseas events planned.  on the overseas front Carcassone in 
september is fully subscribed at present but in case of unforeseen circumstances there is a waiting list should anybody still be interested.  
we also now have an offer of a dutch meeting (over 
the spring bank holiday).  it will be organised by the 
couples who came to northumberland and would like 
to return our hospitality and show what they have to 
offer in holland.  (additional details appear elsewhere 
in this issue).

you will have received the 2011 calendar with this issue 
of floating power and i expect Jb will almost certainly 
have comments on that somewhere in this mag.  from 
my point of view the number and quality of pictures 
submitted made it a very tough job to select just 13 so 
please do not be disheartened if your pictures are not 
included because i can assure you they were certainly 
not ignored.

so, i now look forward to a slightly less hectic couple 
of months and hope to see many old friends and make 
new ones at both the neC and the agm later in the 
year.

finally, all the best for Christmas and the new year 
to those that i shall not have a chance to say so 
personally.

photograph above right : bernie shaw (on left) and fellow aCi board member walter 
homberger, (swiss aCi delegate) meeting with the mayor of salbris (centre).
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Chairman's Chat

as you read this the agm is nearly upon us. thank you to steve southgate and 
philippe allison for organising the event at staverton park.  i have no idea how 
many members will turn up for the agm on the sunday morning. however i do            

know we have 27 members booked in for the saturday night. 

of these members only 2 have Joint membership status – me being one of those! i 
would like to urge all the partners, who are mainly female, to register for joint status 
with John ogborne before the start of the agm. this will allow you to speak at the 
meeting and the right to vote. i would love to hear the views of everyone who is 
there so please do sign up.
i hope more members will join us on the sunday – as i keep saying it is your Club so 
do come and tell us what you think.

frank grant, who is our section co-ordinator for scotland, has decided it is time to 
stand down. thank you to frank for his many years of service “in the north”. at the 
time of writing we have no one to take up the post so please contact me if you are 
interested. frank is also willing to talk to anyone wanting to know more about  the 
post and to explain the commitment.

i hope you are all spending the winter months giving your tractions their annual tlC 
so they ready for the various events lined up for 2011 as mentioned in this edition of 
floating power.

may i take this opportunity to wish a very merry Christmas to all those members i 
won’t meet at the agm.

Bev Oates 

obituary

Bob Anderson

members will be saddened to hear of the sad and untimely death of bob anderson of Caernarfon at the end of June this year.

bob grew up in Cheshunt, north london, but moved to the Caernarfon area about thirty years ago where he settled and raised 
his family. he opened a shop in the town and became an active member of the community, devoting much of his time to local 
issues. his enthusiasm and ‘can do’ attitude being a positive force in making things happen.

he was a keen tractionist for many years and owned a 1937 slough built 7C as well as, a 1939 paris 11C. (this car was subsequently 
bought by bill smout and was damaged by a rock fall on a toC rally to scandinavia).

in 1996 bob organised and staged the 20th anniversary toC rally in Caernarfon. 

i remember seeing the large number of tractions looking resplendent on the quayside and decided then that the traction was 
going to be the car for me. (i was the imposter in the morris 8 – see the november 1996 edition of floating power). 

with bob’s help i achieved this goal and within the year i had purchased my first traction.

i’m sure those of you who knew bob will wish to join with me in sending our deepest sympathy to his family, as we remember 
a man of great humour and generous spirit.

Daffyd Evans
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e-FP
the september edition of e-fp  contained the following informa-
tion:  

september/october edition of floating power

the sept/oct edition of floating power  was not only late but  also 
had a number of production/quality control problems with the 
printing.

some serious words with the printers resulted in a offer from them 
to produce the nov/dec edition free of charge - which the commit-
tee agreed to accept.

the printers have also been reminded that the members of the 
toC expect a high quality magazine delivered in a timely fashion, 
and have been told that if the nov/dec edition, including deliv-
ery, is not of the highest quality we will employ another printer 
for 2011.

toC 2010 agm

despite the agreed date of 21st november for the agm having 
been advertised in the last two editions of floating power at least 
one member is apparently still planning to attend on 28th novem-
ber (which was the tentative date in the 2010 calendar). 

please note that the agm is definitely going to be held on 21st 
november at the staverton park, daventry, northamptonshire 
starting at 11.30am.

IN COMMITTEE
Committee Conference Call Meeting
held on the evening of Wednesday 1st September 2010

VAT was discussed as a priority agenda item and Terence 
McAuley said that there were two deadlines; one was the as-
sessment by HMRC of the penalty for late payment and the 
second was the provision of sales figures for the period April 
to September 2010.  The Dutch spares suppliers CTA have 
stated that they are not willing to refund VAT on previous pur-
chases but this is being pursued directly with the Dutch tax 
authorities via the accountant.

A new version of the accounting software package Quickbooks 
was being loaded onto the spares computer and would be con-
figured to show VAT on invoices.  The additional VAT currently 
being incurred on the profit margin will be absorbed by the club 
until January 2011 when a price review will be undertaken and 
VAT is increased to 20%.  

The matter of having the accounts formally audited will be 
raised at the AGM but the committee felt that there is still no 
need, although scrutiny by an external accountant was felt to 
be a sensible precaution to ensure that current accounting 
practice is being followed.

The re-write of the Club Memorandum and Articles had been 
completed and Alec Bilney was to be asked to write a sum-
mary for Floating Power.  Any member wishing to see the full 
documentation would be able to request a copy from the secre-
tary.  It was anticipated that the revised M&A would be adopted 
at the 2010 AGM and subsequently registered at Companies 
House.  Rule book amendments would follow in due course.

Michael Simpson, who had volunteered to organise the NEC 
Show, had unfortunately broken his pelvis, so this task will be 
taken over by Bernie Shaw and Mick Holmes.  With the show 

theme of “Records” a number of suitable cars had already 
been volunteered with particular focus on the François Le-
cot record, Alan Crisp’s Peking to Paris rally, and Antonia 
Loysen’s Le Mans entry.

Floating Power editor John Barnes has a large amount 
of unpublished material and proposed increasing Float-
ing Power to 44 pages at little, if any, additional printing 
cost.  The committee felt that the magazine should not be 
increased beyond 40 pages and that the unpublished mate-
rial should be held for future editions when needed.

Tony Hodgekiss summarised the extensive work that he had 
been doing on improving and expanding the area tool kits.  
Work on the new spares list will be postponed until the price 
review has taken place in January 2011. 

Mick Popka said that, following some spurious membership 
applications, new security measures were being introduced 
on the web site.  

Following the success of the Northumberland Rally, Gra-
ham Handley is considering setting up a NE England Group, 
starting with an initial meeting to gauge interest.

TOC CALENDAR 2011

A very big thank you goes to all the Members who submitted  
photographs for the 2011 TOC Calendar.

In the end 154 high quality photographs were sent into the 
competition by Members.  This meant that the judges had 
an extremely difficult job selecting just 13 for the calendar 
itself.

Hopefully Members will approve of the final selection and 
will be pleased with the calendar, a copy of which should 
have been delivered at the same time as this edition of the 
magazine.

As in past years a limited number of additional copies have 
been printed  and are now available for sale on a first come 
first served basis.

to order your additional copies of the 2011 calendar please send or-
ders to :

b. shaw, 
silvertrees, 
2 hardwick Close, 
wellingborough, 
northamptonshire, 
nn8 5ae .  

payment must be made in £sterling or via paypal and orders re-
ceived by the end of november will be posted to you in time for you 
to post them worldwide in time for Christmas (or by arrangement 
with bernie they can be posted direct if required).  

Cost  (inclusive of postage): 

     uK   europe        rest of world

1 copy       £  4.00      £  5.00         £ 6.00
2 copies    £  7.50      £  9.50         £11.50
3 copies    £11.00      £13.00         £15.00

toC news
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Comments on 2009/10 Accounts
The accounts show a pre-tax loss of £103, compared with a surplus last year of £9,384.  The salient features of this year’s accounts are:

Spares:   Gross turnover has increased by 33%, to £59,000. On top of last year’s increase, this means a gross increase over the two-year period of 
89%.  The result of this is that the club has been obliged to register for VAT with effect from May 2009. Hence net turnover after VAT in the accounts 
reduces to £52,000.   The accounts show a spares gross margin of 17%. However, excluded from these accounts is some £3,500 in VAT paid to the 
Dutch supplier CTA after the effective (backdated) date of registration.  CTA have declined to refund this sum so it has been provided in the accounts.  
Subsequently we have had some correspondence with the Dutch VAT authorities suggesting that we may be able to claim this from them directly.  If 
this process is successful, the amount will be reinstated in the2010/11 accounts.  If this amount had been included in these accounts, the gross margin 
would have been 24%, which, after allowing for the effects of VAT registration, is in line with expectations. 

Shop and other income:  This has declined by some £2,400.  Subscriptions have declined by 4%, while other income, such as advertising and bank 
interest, has declined by 47%.  These might all be regarded as particularly recession-affected items, so not surprising.   As a contrast, the shop more 
than doubled its gross margin to nearly £700. 

Overhead costs:  These show a general increase of 19%, some £4,400 (£5,100 gross).  The reasons for this included an increase of £1477 in the 
costs of Floating Power as a result of a “one off” purchase of new software to produce the magazine, the production of a Club Parts Price List and the 
production of magazine inserts for the 2009 AGM, and some £980 in accountant’s fees consequent on the need to register for VAT.  Also included was 
the cost of £775 to provide new tax disc holders to members, which can be regarded as a “one-off”.   On top of the general increase in costs was the 
provision of £2,012 being the write off of the Arras loan that the organisers were unable to repay, again a “one-off” 

Tony Malyon

toC 2010 agm

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Traction Owners Club Limited (TOC)

will be held at

The Staverton Park Hotel, Daventry, Northants NN11 6JT

on

Sunday 21st November 2010 commencing at 11.30 am

The Traction Owners Club Limited

Income and Expenditure Account 
Year ended 31st March 2010

Balance Sheet 
31st March 2010

           2010       2009 
     £          £

           2010      2009 
     £          £

turnover   53,139           45,138 
Cost of sales   43,591           35,168
    --------          ---------
gross profit     9,548            9,970
other operating income  20,399          23,122
distribution costs and  --------          ---------
administrative expenses  30,050           19,858
other operating charges                3,850
surplus of inCome over  ---------           --------
eXpenditure before taX      (103)             9,384
tax on ordinary activities            5               (185)
surplus of inCome over  ---------          ---------
eXpenditure after taX      (108)             9,199

general fund brought forward                  111,561         102,362
general fund                      ---------         ----------
Carried forward                     111,453         111,561
                       =====                =====

tangible fixed assets                   770      962
investments                    750      750

Current assets 
 stock               75,827 68,773
 debtors                 5,445   5,478
 Cash at bank and in hand     29,938  39,005

Current liabilities 
 Creditors falling due 
 within one year               (1,277)  (3,407)
               ---------               ---------
net assets              111,453              111,561
               =====              =====
Capital and reserves 
               ---------               ---------
general fund              111,453              111,561 
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sCotland   
new area Co-ordinator required
 to volunteer contact bernie shaw

laKes & border   Bob Cuppage 
branthwaite house, Caldbeck, wigton, Carlisle, 
Cumbria Ca7 8hb  01697 478301

northern   Stan Platts 
1a moorlands road, birkenshaw, bradford, bd11 2bh
01274 683848

peaK   Bev & John Oates 
55 the Knoll, tansley, matlock, derbyshire de4 5fp
01629 582154      peak.toc@virgin.net

ireland   Richard Sheil 
23 baymount park
Clontarf,  dublin 3
republic of ireland
+353 1 833 7731
richardsheil@eircom.net

wales    
new area Co-ordinator required
 to volunteer contact bernie shaw

mid-shires   Nick Thorne 
twyford, buckingham
01296738833
nick.g.thorne@btinternet.com

south midlands   Simon Saint 
snigs end, danes green, north Claines
worcestershire wr3 7ru
01905 454961
 janeandsimonsaint@hotmail.com

south west   Walford Bruen 
wintersland, southerton, ottery st mary, devon  eX11 1sd
01395 568909      kembru@btinternet.com

west of england   terence & Jane McAuley  
7 the normans, bathampton, bath  ba2 6td
01225 466939    mrsjane.bear@toucansurf.com 

rest of the world    Walter & Noella Callens  
belgium   0032 50 425 836 (weekends only)   
walternoella.callens@hotmail.com

eastern  Jasmin Gagen 
little home farm, bury road,
thorpe morieux, bury st edmunds
suffolk, ip30 0nt
01284 827039
jgagen@btinternet.com

london   Peter Simper 
215 whitton road, twickenham, tw2 7QZ
0208 560 3267 (weekdays)   
0208 891 1093 (evenings & weekends)

surrey, hampshire & susseX borders   Steve Reed  
1 terwick Cottage, rogate, nr peterfield, hampshire  gu31 5eg
01730 821792

a set of toC tools is available at this 
location

section scene
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Eastern Section

22nd august  - visit to heydon village

the historic village of heydon in norfolk was graced with 7 
tractions and a very nice early id19 on 22nd august 2010.

heydon is an estate village at the end of a cul-de-sac and has not 
changed for a couple of hundred years, so the village and estate 
are often used for film and tv sets.  

it is one of only 12 villages in britain privately owned by an estate 
on whose lands it sits. the hall is a superb example of a ‘small’ 
norfolk country house, and the owners allow the general public 
to walk in the grounds (and beautiful tractions to park on the 
village green).

the british summer was kind to us and the earl arms supplied 
great beer and food, although the service was a bit rural. it was 
good to see old friends and some new faces and cars. we have a 
few tractions in norfolk, but i’m afraid most of the locals are still 
wondering what has happened to the running boards!

it was interesting to see that half the cars were fitted with id 
engines and boxes, mine used to be the only one.

we brought along a Japanese student who is staying with us, so 
it was interesting for her to see how the eccentric english spend 
their sundays.

she sent a picture of the event to her dad who likes cars and he 
has used it as a screen saver on this computer, so our tractions 
are now being viewed in nagasaki.

tom evans
sunday 21st november 12noon onwards
winter gathering for the eastern section

we look forward to seeing the eastern tractioneers for a social 
gathering at the Cretingham bell, the street, Cretingham 
woodbridge, suffolk ip13 7bJ tel: 01728 685419 – email 
cretinghambell@btconnect.com . this will be great for a natter 
and catch up, if you would like lunch please contact the bell 
direct. dating originally from c1545 the bell is situated on the 
crossroads in the centre of Cretingham just 10 miles from ipswich 
and a few miles from woodbridge. sarah and Charles offer a 
warm welcome, they have two bar areas and the snug is dog 
friendly. excellent home cooked food with a traditional sunday 
roast menu on offer. there will be no organised run as weather 
may deter the more pampered cars amongst us. so traction or 
not we hope to see you on the day. thanks go to Ken and Carol 
for their research and suggestion of this lovely area.

saturday 1st January 2011
greeting the new year with the eastern section

dust off the car and welcome in 2011 at this interesting event, 
held each new years day at the royal oak, 31 west green, 
barrington, Cambridge, Cb22 7rZ, 01223 870791. the royal oak 
hosts a popular meeting of vintage / classic cars, free entry, just 
turn up, there is usually 200+ cars attending in all weathers. 
the picturesque village of barrington boasts one of the longest 
village greens in england bordered by quaint character buildings. 
this will be a very busy day for the pub so be prepared (perhaps 

thermos of mulled wine, mince pies and turkey sandwiches!). 
thanks go to ron and Carole for suggesting this fun car event 
and starting the new year off! 
 

Jasmin Gagen
 01284 827039

London Section

peter and sue simper would like to remind everyone that a very 
warm welcome awaits all members of the traction owners Club 
at the london section meetings which are held at the rose 
of york, petersham road, richmond, london tw10 (020 8940 
8005) on the last tuesday of every month. 

at the rose of york you can enjoy the quiet ambience of this 
hostelry, with its ample room for people and their motor cars, 
free from piped music and other distractions. 

you can also bask in the evening sunshine of our long hot 
summers on a patio overlooking petersham meadow and old 
father thames. do please come and join in the fun.  

for further information about the next meeting which will be 
held from 8.00pm onwards on 30th november please contact 
peter or sue.

Pete & Sue Simper
0208 560 3267 (days)

0208 891 1093 (evenings)

Peak Section

sunday october 3rd
peak section annual pilgrimage to the yew tree in Cauldon

the heavy rain meant i was the only one who turned up in a trac-
tion - hence the title 'spot the traction' of the photograph below.  
my car is a slough-built light 15 reg fvJ 185 (1948 model). 
 

mike mcdonald 

for details of future peak section activities please contact us.

Bev & John Oates
01629 582154

peak.toc@virgin.net

rest of the world    Walter & Noella Callens  
belgium   0032 50 425 836 (weekends only)   
walternoella.callens@hotmail.com

eastern  Jasmin Gagen 
little home farm, bury road,
thorpe morieux, bury st edmunds
suffolk, ip30 0nt
01284 827039
jgagen@btinternet.com

london   Peter Simper 
215 whitton road, twickenham, tw2 7QZ
0208 560 3267 (weekdays)   
0208 891 1093 (evenings & weekends)

surrey, hampshire & susseX borders   Steve Reed  
1 terwick Cottage, rogate, nr peterfield, hampshire  gu31 5eg
01730 821792

a set of toC tools is available at this 
location

section scene
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Scotland Section

the royal deeside gathering - august 2010

the verdict - a great and memorable week, enjoyed by all who took 
part.  more than 44 visitors registered for the event on friday evening 
enjoying wine, nibbles and a bbQ whilst collecting their special rally 
plaques and welcome packs (which, in addition to all the paperwork 
they would need for the week, included shortbread, cookies and a 
small bottle of 'the macallan' malt whisky).

saturday, which was aboyne games day, was graced with great 
weather and a very popular display of 15 Citroëns within the games 
enclosure. 

sunday was the start of the ballater victoria week which was opened 
by a parade of classic cars through the village.  the parade was head-
ed by a pipe band and 18 Citroens.  following the parade the Citroens 
went on a short road run to balmoral before returning to a display in 
the park (at which the black ds23 pallas of hocine and maureen Ken-
nouche won the prize for 'best Car in show').  the day finished with 
another bbQ at aboyne.

monday, tuesday and wednesday featured speyside tours and scot-
tish dancing tuition.

thursday was ballater games day.

friday was the 'touch of tartan' meal and dance - at which 100 partici-
pants tucked into a veritable feast before dancing the evening away to 
music provided by a top scottish dance band supported by a number 
of local dancers to demonstrate the more complicated steps..  the 
evening's raffle prizes included 12 bottles of spirits and malts, a sat 
nav, a digital photo frame and countless bottles of wine etc.

saturday saw many of the visitors departing for their homes but for 
the rest the week culminated with an afternoon bbQ at ian and eve-
line Crossan's home at drumoak.

thanks go to all the sponsors, to all the members of the 'team' and to 
all the other helpers and to the participants who made it all happen 
and succeed.

sheila and andy burnett

Surrey, Hampshire & Sussex Borders Section

21st nov meeting at the fairmile, Cobham, surrey  in the Cedar 
room from 12noon onwards.

19th dec Christmas lunch. our tried and tested venue the malt-
ing house at the barley mow, west horsley, surrey,  
booking only through helen. members who usually 
come will have menus and booking forms sent out 
as usual, anyone else who might like to come please 
contact me. (places are limited) 

if you are interested in joining us on any of our events please contact 
me on 0208 330721. 

we look forward to seeing members, friends and family during the 
rest of 2010.

 Helen Shelley
0208 330 7216 or mobile 077 905 383

West of England Section
 
drive-it day 2010 - “trains and boats and planes”

last year, the intrepid noel hutchinson took us on an 
expedition to find the source of the river brue in deepest, 
darkest somerset.  not only did we find it but we had a good 
time in the process - but more of that later.  still flushed with 
this success, noel once again volunteered to organise the 2010 
drive-it day expedition for the west of england section.

we assembled at the frome flier pub, oddly enough near 
frome, in Jenson avenue.  frome clearly felt it had to honour 
its famous f1 hero by naming a pub on an industrial estate 
after him – what an accolade.  so at 10.30am five tractions 
and three 2Cvs set off for what turned out to be the first of 
many attractions.  i think most of us had imagined a relatively 
gentle meander through the somerset countryside (although 
we weren’t too sure where the planes were coming from 
– bristol airport seemed a little prosaic) but we were in for 
something more like the grand tour.  the well-produced and 
comprehensive road book left us in little doubt that we would 
be covering a good few miles.  a mention must be made of 
John and lucy verity who joined us from their home in the 
forest of dean and had to cover at least 50 miles just to get to 
frome!

our first stop was a short distance from frome at the east 
somerset railway (www.eastsomersetrailway.com) where 
the aim was to see the departure of the 11.00am train.  we 
did manage to see the back of the last carriage disappearing 
into the distance, but it didn’t matter too much because there 
was plenty to interest us at the restored station.  it was rather 
sobering to find ourselves saying how well we remembered 
the items in the museum.  our next destination took us to 
another railway on the former somerset and dorset line (“the 
slow and dirty”) near the mainline station of templecombe, 
south of wincanton.

the gartell family run an agricultural engineering business 
here but have also created a narrow gauge railway system on 
the site.  it’s a remarkable achievement and what must have 
been a significant investment.  although the railway was not 
running that day, we were treated to an excellent guided tour 
which included the engine shed and signal box.  have a look at 
their web site www.glr-online.co.uk and if you are in the area 
when they are “in steam” do pay them a visit.  on returning to 
the car park we found that we had been joined by richard and 
sheila green in their a40 farina.

we were now getting into our stride and took the major 
step of crossing the border into dorset (dave hackett had 
forgotten his passport but the border guard was asleep) and 
through wonderfully-named villages such as alton pancras, 
piddletrenthide and piddlehinton.  (there are lots more piddles 
but the victorians renamed many of them as puddles, the most 
famous being tolpuddle.)  we then found ourselves driving 
through wareham, past Corfe Castle and before we knew it, 
there was the sea!  we had arrived at studland near swanage 
for what was by now a late but excellent lunch in the bankes 
arms.  Julian and mary taylor from bridgwater were waiting for 
us in studland so, after another 2Cv joined us along the route, 
we were now up to six tractions, four 2Cvs, and an a40.

section scene
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leaving studland, we headed for the chain ferry across poole harbour 
to sandbanks where we could briefly disturb the peace and quiet of 
one of the most exclusive pieces of land in the country.  it was now 
time to head back north (south wasn’t really an option) and we made 
our way through the rather sprawling town of poole and back into 
the dorset countryside to arrive at another railway.  unfortunately, 
because we were running behind schedule, it was too late to see 
the trains so, wondering where we were going to find the planes, we 
headed to our final destination.

the answer was not long in coming as most of us (a few had got lost 
and headed for home) arrived at Compton abbas airfield just south 
of shaftsbury.  this is a grass airstrip on the plateau above shaftsbury 
on the edge of Cranbourne Chase. it is used by light planes and has 
an excellent restaurant where we enjoyed a welcome cup of tea and 
delicious home-made cake.  the view over the valley to the north is 
outstanding although it did show us a major rainstorm heading our 
way.  so at about 6.00pm we headed home into the rain after an 
eventful, fascinating and well-organised day thanks to noel.  i have 
the distinct impression that terence may ask him to do something 
next year…..

so what about drive-it day 2009?  half a dozen tractions and twice 
as many 2Cvs met in bruton where we started the day with a tour of 
this ancient saxon town and a cup of coffee.  bruton has suffered with 
floods for centuries – the river brue being the culprit – so in the last few 
years a flood defence scheme has been introduced upstream from the 
town.  the convoy made its way up to the dam that is designed to hold 
back sufficient water to absorb any downpours and release it slowly 
when safe to do so.  Quite an impressive structure.

a short drive through rural somerset took us to our excellent lunch at 
the bull inn at hardway not far from bruton.  despite the comfort of 
the pub, the excitement was now mounting rapidly as we anticipated 
the expedition to find the source of the river that had given bruton 
so much grief.  so a short drive took us to the car park at alfred’s 
tower.  the tower, which is triangular in cross-section, is a folly built 
in the 1760’s by the banker henry hoare ii of nearby stourhead and 
commemorates the end of the seven years war.  it is built on the site 
where alfred the great held out against the danish invaders in 878 
ad.  (they still keep sending the bacon though don’t they?) however, 
despite the attractions of the tower, walking boots were being donned 
and various groups were seen disappearing into the woods in search 
of the elusive source.

sure enough after about 30 minutes brisk walking, there was the 
spring bubbling up and heading off to cause trouble for the town 
no more than a few miles away.  not exactly livingstone and stanley 
stuff but nevertheless a great deal of satisfaction in finding it.  noel 
had clearly set the pattern for drive-it day and went home already 
dreaming of reaching the coast the following year.

John ogborne
future planned activities: 

16th January 2011 - the tunnel house annual planning meeting. 

for further details please contact us.

 Jane & Terence McAuley
01225 466939

mrsjane.bear@toucansurf.com

top : gartell light railway
top centre : lining up for the ferry
bottom centre : on the chain ferry
bottom :   John ogborne and nigel webb (alias livingstone and  
     stanley) discover the source of the brue

section scene
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Correspondence

hello John,
 
 
i have attached a few photographs of our trip to normandy (Carrosseries spéciales of the tu).   nearly 40 cabriolets, coupé's, 
découvrables etc. participated in the d-day special rally with participants from france, holland, belgium, switzerland, the uK (mark 
Cooper), germany and italy.
 
the highlight of the trip for me was an encounter with a collection of ww ii vehicles (half-track, jeep and duKw) near the village of 
rost.  
 
beautiful weather, good food and lodging what else needs a tractionnist?!
 
 best regards to you and your barbara,
  

ronald Knoth

Please send your letters and emails to:

John barnes, toC editor, the byre, brockhurst lane, monks Kirby, rugby, warwickshire  Cv23 0ra
email: editor@traction-owners.co.uk

The deadline is the 10th of the month preceding the issue date
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dear John

i attach a couple of photos of my traction which i was delighted to drive as the wedding car for my daughter nikki

we had the wedding “at home” as we live in the old rectory, with the church next to the house and the reception in a marquee in 
an adjacent paddock. all the guests walked the 100 metres from the church to the marquee, whereas i had to drive nikki the “long 
way around” (800 metres!)

the photographer took the attached as i drove across the paddock and in black & white i think they look superb (but then i may be 
a little biased as my daughter is the passenger!)

regards

Loui Burke

Correspondence

hello John and barbara
 
we recently enjoyed a 2 week cruise in the mediterranean and this little beauty was spotted in ibiza.  no, we were not 'Clubbin'.  but 
what an ideal way, for an old girl, to retire.  didn't get chance to speak to anyone about her but it was a good job.
 
there are still 5 rooms available at the agm.  philippe alison is looking into the use of the golf facilities for the men and leisure 
facilities for the women so anyone arriving early saturday can make a good weekend of the hotel amenities.  
 
hope you are both well.

Steve and Joy Southgate

hi John,
 
i just wanted to thank 
dennis hewitt for his 
possible (and absolutely 
correct - my holes are 
also 160 mm apart) 
solution and stephen 
bull for his absolute 
confirmation (lovely 
moody photo) of what 
the extra holes in my 
boot lid were for.
 
now - does anyone have 
a vintage gb plate that 
will fit the holes?

terry ward
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Correspondence

dear sir,

re: slough built light 15  -  hCo 116

rained in at oban airport trying to return to the south after a 
trip to mull, i adjourned to the pub with my pilot friend paul. 
idly he flicked through some images on his camera of a flying 
event he had recently attended, possibly in the welsh border 
area. 

in addition to the aircraft, there were some car photos, and 
suddenly there she was, a part of my childhood. i couldn't see if 
the scuttle ventilation flap was still fibre glassed in - an extremely 
rare bodge by my father - but the electric de-mister was still 
clearly in evidence across the bottom of the windscreen.

i'm not that good on dates, but dad must have bought her in 
the early sixties, and she was his lifetime's work, well oK, except 
for the unfortunate necessity of employment, tennis, and trips 
to the pub. i would guess she was sold in the mid eighties when 
my father gave up driving, and i was working overseas.

i am so pleased to see that she is alive and well. if the current 
owner is a club member (or anyone else has contact details) 
and wouldn't mind getting in touch i would love to come and 
see the car and take some photos for posterity, if that is not too 
much of an intrusion.

many thanks for your assistance.

yours faithfully

Charles hunt
10 hollands way
warnham
horsham
west sussex
rh12 3rh

cehunt@tiscali.co.uk

01403 274 966

{if anyone knows the current owner of hCo 116 and is able to 
let mr hunt know who it is i'd be grateful if they would also let 
me know.  thanks.  Jb] 

hi John  

at a recent event i attended, i got talking to a gentleman about 
my 1952 Citroën light 15 and our mutual love of classic cars.  

he mentioned the business he owns in the midlands and 
provided me a business card to investigate further once i got 
home . 

his business is called soda blast systems and he undertakes 
paint stripping using the softest of methods (soda) and the 
company even has a mobile unit. 

i have included a link to their website below for you to have a 
look at.     i was particularly interested in the coke can demo 
(strips the paint without even denting the can). the video 
speaks volumes!  

i'm certainly looking at him for any paint stripping jobs for the 
eventual full bare metal respray. 

feel free to contact the owner of the business (roy grantham) 
if you have any further questions or queries. 

http://www.soda-blast.co.uk/index.html
 

Craig Fergus 
(toC member 1899)

dartford, Kent

John

in 1992ish i decided to finally treat myself to a classic car. 
 
i had always loved the traction avant, sunbeam alpine, fiat 
124 and alfa spider.
 
as i lived in london, i joined the uK traction owners Club 
with the idea of hunting down a good example and finding 
out as much as possible. in the end i actually ended up buying 
an alpine, but continued with my toC membership for many 
years afterwards, where i’m sure my membership status went 
from ‘looking’ to ‘still looking’ to ‘is he ever gonna buy one?’
 
in 2003 i moved to the dordogne in sw france. the house i 
bought had a huge shed filled with the neighbour’s farm 
equipment. when he finally cleared it out, there in the corner 
was a shell of yes you’ve guessed it… a traction avant! although 
by then i had let my toC membership lapse, i always wanted to 
re-contact you and say “look, i’ve finally got one! needs some 
work …” (see attached picture on left )
 
seven years on, i still haven’t had any time to do anything 
with it, so sadly it now has to go. i think it has been pretty 
well cannibalized, but it still has gauges, steering wheel, front 
windscreen etc. if anyone is interested in making me an offer, 
or giving it a good home, they can e-mail me at :

andrew@thedesigneffect.com.
 
happy driving everyone!

 
Andrew Leggo 
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Correspondence

dear walter and noëlla.

i read in floating power about the "mystery" car. it's always interesting when cars seems to differ from what we think as being 
standard, and i have a special passion for the early tractions.

i don't like to shoot down people's dreams, but to my best judgement this car is not so special after all -  and, excuse me, the idea of 
the car being a prototype seems to me as a little too much creative thinking.

of course i haven't seen any documentation and i can only speak about what i see on the photos in floating power. (i haven't got 
the article from Citroexpert). especially i doubt that the car was on the road as early as february 1934. what are the indications of 
that?

here, some comments on what i read and see - and what i know:

when it comes to the dating of a car, it's not a big problem that the final chassis number is missing. when the tractions were 
produced at Javel it was the last thing that happened - the chassis number wasn't attached before the car was sold. so chassis 
numbers are related to the sale of the car, much more the actual production date.  Cars confiscated by the germans during the war 
often are missing their chassis number - it was removed, in order to make it difficult to identify the car.

the car still has the "numero de coque" - this number has no administrative value and had no purpose once the car had left the 
factory. but you can look at it as the production number, or factory chassis number, used while the car was being assembled and 
finished to be placed in stock. so it's the most important number - it is closely connected to the date of production, and by far the 
best to determine the age of any traction. this fact has been very little known until now. 

i have made a large study of the pre-war ta production protocols at Conservatoire Citroën. the aZ series with numbers 1000-1999 
begins with cars placed in stock by november 1934. stock dates are not available for the highest numbers in this group, but the cars 
were sold during november-december 1934 and a few in January 1935. so there's absolutely no way this car, which is a 7C, can be 
older than november 1934 - and it's more likely to be december, or even January 1935.

the number 20000 is the number of the bodyshell, also indicating that we are talking about a bpv = a 7 berline. i am rather sure 
that it's just by chance that the exact number 20000 appears; it could just as well have been 19999 or 20005. anyway, this number 
matches the date given from the numero de coque perfectly!

i don't think we should pay too much attention to the engine. i doubt if it's January 1934 - if such an old engine exists it would 
probably have no number ("essai"). and it would certainly be a 7a-engine (72x80) and not a 7C. but if you give me the number 
indicated on the plate, i can probably find some fair indications of the date. on the photo i think i see "8.4.38" - so either way, i don't 
think the engine is the original one.

the complete front train is for sure not the original one, unless this specific car for some reason was finished later than summer 
1935, as it is of the "stade 1bis" type, with the normal type silentblocks - these are much smaller on the early cars. the supports for 
the upper triangles are the later type, as is the complete steering gear. all this was used until the rack and pinion was introduced in 
may 1936. it was very common to replace the complete front train - the earlier types being under-dimentioned, weak and unstable 
compared to the later. the stade 1bis was a major technical improvement. (i have a 1935 car with the early type).

i have no explanation to the #20 and #21 markings on the different parts of the car. my guess is that they identify the persons who 
did the quality control during the production; let me underline that it's a theory. but i am sure that these numbers - in this case - 
have nothing to do with the carrosserie-number 20000. (occasionally you find the carrosserie-number on other parts of the car, eg. 
the air vents at the windscreen or the interior trim).

the rest of the numbers appearing on the photos, apart from the number of the front train, are simply the spare part numbers.

Conclusion: this car is a standard 7C, produced dec 34/Jan 35 or later. engine probably replaced, front train certainly replaced. this 
might be a horrible truth, but in my opinion it is still a very, very interesting car. i would like to know more about it, especially if there 
are details on the car or documents that indicate (or prove) anything other than the above.

i suggest that the owner contact the Conservatoire Citroën. with the numero du coque aZ 1914 and the carroseri-number 20000, 
they can easily identify the car with the exact date of production and the date when the car left the factory. send an email to 
catherine.jeannin@citroen.com - and attach photos of the numbers. for €40 they can issue an attestation.

i hope this little contribution solves the most important mysteries and of course any comments are more than welcome.

best regards.

Jens Møller Nicolaisen
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Hello Barbara and John,  

Once again thanks for another great magazine, really clear pictures and print, and good content.

I have enclosed a photo of Paul with his new bride Sylvie, in our Commerciale, it was raining at the time so there was no op-
portunity for photos standing against the car. 

They got married on the 21st August this year. Sylvie is French, having been born on the island of Corsica, but living in Lyon 
when she and Paul met up again this year after a gap of 19 years.

They had first met in Mimizan, France, in about 1991,where Paul was performing at the time, Sylvie also sings, and she has a 
tape of them both singing “Yesterday” at that time. 

She is a really lovely girl, and we are both delighted to have our own French/English connection now. They will be living in Not-
tingham, fortunately Sylvie loves everything English, even our food and weather!

Kind regards

Moira and Mick Holmes

Correspondence
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Correspondence

Hi John,

there were many things that needed putting right when i bought 
my cabriolet 3 years ago. one of which was that the engine needed 
reconditioning. it ran extremely rich (really sooty plugs) lacked power 
and had low compression. even so it still got me to arras and back for the 
75 years of the traction event. 

i decided to recondition the engine (id19 block and 11d head) about 
3 months ago - part of the job was to put in domed pistons. when i 
stripped the engine down i found that all 4 pistons had a broken top ring 
and one had a broken 2nd ring. 

the paper mahle air filter element it had needed replacing and i bought 
a replacement through toC spares  (they are the same as those supplied 
by Cta). 

imagine my disappointment on removing the spark plugs after the first test run to discover that i still had sooty plugs. in the course 
of trying to cure this i replaced the plugs, ignition leads, points and distributor cap, the 32ina Zenith carb with a 34pbiC solex and 
then a 32pbiC solex. i also replaced the ducellier coil with a lucas sports coil and then a marchal coil. none of this cured the problem 
of sooty plugs (i was road testing on the m5, not just poodling around the village and back). 

i decided to try running it without any air filter element at all. the result - no sooty plugs. i then sourced a nos original 11d air filter 
{see photo attached) fitted it and took the car on another 60 mile round trip. again plugs oK. 

all i can say is that these paper mahle filters cannot let enough air through. has anyone else had this problem with these filters or 
does anyone have a similar sooty plug problem and have one of these filter elements fitted? 

oh  - i have a paper mahle air filter available, only used for 200 miles - free to whoever wants it.

Dennis Hewitt 

fall foliage tour of new york's hudson valley

we had seven classic cars and 15 people join us last sunday on our fall foliage tour of new york's hudson valley. Cars included: 1963 
rr silver Cloud iii, lwb saloon (barek), 1959 rr silver Cloud i (nayer) 1963 Jaguar XKe Coupe, 1942 Cadillac formal limo 75 (Kadela), 
1953 packard mayfair (Caputi), 1959 bmw isseta 600 (brewer), and my 1951 Citroen traction avant 15six . 

we began with brunch at the Castle in tarrytown, followed by a tour of hudson valley in almost peak foliage, across bear mountain 
bridge, through harriman state park and around storm King mountain, and winding up at end of day near west point at the home of 
one of our participants for coffee and cake and fabulous views from his terrace overlooking the hudson valley. 

Join us next time for mid-winter and spring classic car tours. all classic cars welcome. if you or a friend has a classic car and would like 
to join us next time, please email me to get on invite list

Mark Gluck.
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Correspondence

hello John

please find attached (below) a number of 
photographs which were taken in place 
massena, nice on 30th september.

the charity event was for victims of land 
mine injuries.

visitors got a ride in the car of their choice for 
5 euros.

hope things are going well for you

and thanks for the wonderful job on floating 
power.

David Murphy

hi there!

i thought you might like this picture.  my wife 
recognised the shape of the rear window 
as we were driving through a remote part 
of Corsica.   the next day we passed ten 
immaculate tractions in convoy driving 
through the mountains - an emotional 
moment!

! was a member of the toC in the 80s and 
early 90s, before moving to france to live, 
and hope that my lt 15  hvg 659 is still going 
strong.

best wishes to any members who remember 
me!

Nick Gundry 

french technology, old and new.     'modestine' on the viaduc de millau. 

1951 11bl owned by toC member Jonathan miller, painted by Christopher 
ludlow, oil on canvas. private collection. 

reproduced with permission.  
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TOCtech forum - issue 55
the information given in this section represents the opinions and advice 
given by each contributing author.  neither the toC nor its officers and 
members accept liability for any error, ommission or inaccuracy that it 
may contain.

toCtech is compiled by :             
Jonathan Howard
21 market place
Chipping norton
oxfordshire
oX7 5na 
01608 643065
toctech@traction-owners.co.uk 

6 Volt to 12 Volt conversion
recently i have been asked about the conversion of the 6 volt 
system of a paris-built traction to 12 volt.  

the size of the battery compartment of a legere limits the size 
of 12 volt battery that can be fitted and the battery, for con-
venience, should have the positive terminal on the right hand 
(starter motor) side.  

ideally the starter motor should be changed for a 12 volt one, 
from either a slough-built light 15 or a pre-1965 id or ds19.  both 
types will need a solenoid or mechanical switch to be fitted.  

owners of legeres will find that changing the starter motor will 
mean that in the future removal and refitting of the starter motor 
will be far easier as 12 volt starters are smaller in diameter.  hav-
ing said that there are however many 6 volt cars that have been 
converted to 12 volt which are still fitted with their original 6 volt 
starters.  the potential problem with this is that when operated 
on 12 volts they work so vigorously that damage may occur

all the bulbs will need to be changed, which is simple enough, 
but the fuel gauge and ammeter will be unaffected.  6 volt clocks 
(should one be fitted) may work briefly but should be converted 
to 12 volt.  

the ignition coil will need to be  changed.  it is important to fit a 
standard 12 volt coil (that is one intended to be fitted without a 
ballast resistor) and to respect the polarity, i.e. positive terminal 
to the battery, negative to the distributor.  

the distributor will be unaffected and the condenser (or capaci-
tor) on the distributor need not be changed.

the charging system can be uprated by fitting an alternator and 
regulator.  when fitting an alternator it is important that it is prop-
erly mounted so that the pulleys line up, and that the belt can be 
adjusted.  otherwise there can be a great deal of trouble.  

a neat installation is to use the alternator from a post-1968 id or 
ds.  the mounting bracket can easily be adapted to fit a traction, 
and usefully the pulley from a 6 volt dynamo will transfer directly.  
in conjunction with a solid state regulator, this makes a very reli-
able setup.  

Fron Top Right  to Bottom Right

photograph 1 - an 'old' dynamo awaiting removal of its mounting bracket
photograph 2 - the 12 volt dynamo attached to the 'liberated' mounting bracket with   
         jubilee clips
photograph 3 - a suitable rheostat such as this one can provide variable speed wipers 

toCtech
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alternatively  a 12v. dynamo can be used.  lucas dynamos were fitted to slough-built cars but their mounting brackets were never 
properly adapted, so that getting the pulleys to line up properly is awkward.  an ingenious solution i have seen is to find an old 6 volt 
dynamo (photograph 1) and with an angle grinder remove the mounting bracket.  using jubilee clips attach it to the replacement 
dynamo (photograph 2). fit the dynamo, and before finally tightening the jubilee clips ensure that the pulleys line up.  this method 
allows pretty well any type of dynamo to be fitted, provided that it can be fitted with a pulley of the right width.  it also allows the 
original belt to be retained.  

along with the dynamo, the voltage regulator should be changed.  the 12 volt ducellier regulators are visually identical to the 6 volt 
ones and are a direct transfer.

the final problem is the wipers.  possible solutions are to :

 1)  find and fit the 12 volt version of the motor, but these are difficult to find.
 2)  have the existing motor rewound to 12 volt.  experience has shown this to be expensive and not always successful.  
 3)  put a resistor in line with the motor in order to drop the voltage but again experience has shown that these can get very  
       hot, which is hazardous and makes them change their value.  
 4)  put a rheostat (photograph 3) in line with the motor.  this can be mounted somewhere discreet, where any heat it gives  
       off will not be a hazard, and will give you the option of variable speed wipers, which can be helpful.

the following comments on the subject of 6 volt to 12 volt conversions were received from Alan Hill (toC member 1310) who was 
inspired to write to floating power after having successfully completed the conversion on his 11bl tsu 982 .

as i am approaching 80 and can no longer swing the handle of my 6 volt 11bl as easily as i used to and as i wish to keep 
driving the Citroën, which i love doing, for as long as possible i at last decided to convert the electrics.   it was tony latchford 
who finally made up my mind, during a rally at purleigh in essex to raise money for a children's hospice, so with help over the 
telephone from Jonathan howard i decided to go full steam ahead.

what had to be done was the following.

1.   the dynamo was re wound, new brushes were fitted and the unit thoroughly checked out.
2.   a new regulator was fitted. 
3.   a new coil was fitted, together with a ballast resistor to boost the spark.
4    a resistor bar was fitted in line to the windscreen wiper so that the original 6 volt unit could continue to be used.
5.   all the bulbs were replaced.     
6.   a 12 volt, 60 amp/hour battery was fitted

items 1 to 4 (inclusive) were undertaken by w. e. salmons of burnham-on-Crouch (telephone 01621 784141) and the new 12 
volt bulbs were all supplied by club spares.

at an overall cost of approximately £200 i consider it well worth the expense and effort to keep me tractioneering.

Dennis Hewitt has also written to floating power on the subject of 6 volt to 12 volt conversions:

one of my french-built tractions has been converted to 12 volts and i have been running some of the original 6 volts items 
(petrol gauge, fuel tank sender, ammeter and an early non-clockwork 6 volt indicator switch) on 12 volts. i have a 12 volt 
marchal wiper motor.   when i bought the car it had already been converted to 12 volt and the 6 volt clock (which was still 
connected to the electrical system) had burnt out. 

i have never bothered with the clock - until now - but i have recently bought a 12 volt to 6 volt voltage reducer that is available 
for vw beetle and camper vans. the packaging says that it is for use with wiper motors. i have now fitted another 6 volt clock 
and this reducer and have had no problems. 

i did of course have to remove the direct connection from the ammeter to the clock. i believe this voltage reducer is more 
than just a resistor and it doesn't get hot - no sign of any heat at all. it cost me £10 and after 2 weeks of running there are no 
problems with the clock  {except it didn't automatically go backwards one hour at the end of october}.

toCtech

Left - the 'VW ' 12 volt to 6 volt voltage reducer

Right  - the 12 volt Marchal wiper motor fitted to   
                 Dennis' s  c ar 
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Dr. Thomas Loebenstein, (toC member 1593) has also written, from vienna in austria, on the subject of 6 volt to 12 volt conversions 
:

for quite a few years i've been driving my 1951 paris-built 15/6 (converted to 12 volt and with an alternator) during daylight 
only - just for fear of being run over from the back because of poor rear lights. 

the relief came with the very simple installation of led rear lights bought in the uK.

visit http://www.norbsa02.freeuk.com/goffyleds.htm and browse through all the goodies they have. 

i chose the led light boards which fit perfectly into all kinds of traction rear lights, the installation was simple and took ap-
proximately half an hour per side.

Problems with hot starting
i recently received an email from Nick Hopkinson asking for advice regarding problems he was experiencing with hot starting on his 
1948 11bl.  nick wrote:     

Could i ask a bit of advice? my 1948 bl has a problem when starting hot. it has been made difficult to diagnose because the 
fault is inconsistent but it is worse when the engine has been hot, left for a few minutes and then a restart is attempted. 

i think it would go but part of the problem seems to be that in these conditions the starter motor only gives a short shove 
before dying away with a whining noise. this takes only a couple of seconds to die away but the starter will not reactivate 
during that short time. 

then pulling the starter again gives a short moment of engine turning followed quickly by the whining noise. on occasions 
i have had to push start it (!) and it then starts well and runs well.

any ideas ? 

i replied as follows:

from your description it seems that when you attempt to start the engine it fires feebly on one cylinder - just sufficiently 
to disengage the starter pinion.  it is a characteristic of the type of carburettor fitted at the time that your car was made.   

it is possible that when the engine is hot, and has been left for a few minutes, fuel has evaporated from the float chamber 
and that manually pumping more fuel may work.  

it is also possible that the problem may be electrical.  if the coil is hot, it is less efficient, and the spark is weaker, causing 
reluctant starting.  Check the points gap (this should be 12-15 thou.) if this is too small, it will make the coil run hot.  if 
you increase the points gap this will advance the ignition timing, so that will need to be reset.  

also check the plug gap.  this should be 20 to 25 thou. and with a 6 volt system this gap should be on the lower end of 
the range.  best of luck! 

 nick subsequently replied:

sorry i've been a bit slow with a progress report but i've not had much time for it. however three recent outings suggest 
that it is much better.  the points gap was correct but the plugs were at the higher end of the range you said i.e.25thou 
because that's what it says in the book i think. so i reduced that to 20 or 21 and as i said it seems much better.
 many thanks!

Traction Brakes
Dennis Hewitt has written on the subject of traction brakes as follows overleaf.

toCtech

Right :  Dr Loebenstein's garage in Vienna
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much has been written about traction brakes and the eccentric bushes and methods to improve this arrangement.

however i can find nothing about the fact that Citroën traction manuals effectively show the brake shoes fitted the wrong way 
round.

tractions have a single leading shoe system and a single leading shoe system uses a single wheel cylinder with 2 pistons. when 
the brakes are applied, both shoes press against the brake drum.

one shoe is called the leading or primary shoe, the other is called the trailing or secondary shoe. the leading shoe tends to be 
self-energised, while the trailing shoe tends to be forced off the drum.

when the brakes are applied, both shoes are carried around by the drum, until the secondary shoe contacts the brake drum. 
the self-energizing force of the primary shoe and its wheel cylinder application force, is now transferred to the secondary shoe 
through the lower linkage. force is then being applied to the secondary shoe from both ends - the wheel cylinder at the top, 
and the linkage from the primary shoe at the bottom.

the primary shoe has the shorter lining and is always fitted ahead of the wheel cylinder in terms of drum rotation. it's most 
important that the shoes are fitted correctly, since it's the secondary shoe that does most of the work - and this is where the 
traction setup differs in that the shoe with the longer lining is fitted ahead of the wheel cylinder instead of behind it.

i find it strange that this has not been commented on. the brakes will operate more efficiently if the shoes are fitted the oppo-
site way round to that shown in the manual.

whilst dennis's description is accurate for a normal leading shoe/trailing shoe system it is not correct for the lockheed system on the 
traction avant.  

on the traction each brake shoe has an independant fixed pivot point on the brake backplate and there is no actuating linkage between 
them.  force is therefore not transferred from the primary to the secondary shoe.   (the bendix brakes fitted to the C4 and rosalie do 
indeed have a linkage independant of the backplate between the shoes and on these brakes the primary shoe has the shorter lining.)

i quite agree with dennis that it is most important that the brake shoes are fitted correctly and i gave an explanation of this in toctech 
issue 50 in the Jan/feb 2010 edition of floating power.  furthermore i illustrated what happens if the trailing or secondary shoe is fully 
lined.

if dennis genuinely believes that lockheed (the brake designers), Citroën (the licensed manufacturers), the authors and draughtsmen 
of Citroën's in house manual, and i are all wrong, and he fits the brake shoes the way he thinks is right, the brakes will still work, albeit 
slightly less effectively-unless he applies them while reversing.  the practical effect however will be that after a few thousand miles the 
leading shoe will be almost worn out, while the trailing shoe will scarcely have bedded in.

Gearbox problems

John Barnes (our floating power editor) wrote to me a couple of weeks ago regarding a problem he is having with his gearbox.

by the way - i've been meaning to contact you for a spot of advice. my traction keeps jumping out of first gear. i've adjusted the 
little toggle thing that stops the gear level moving until you've depressed the clutch and i adjusted the length of the gear selec-
tor rods last time i drove the car - but all that i managed to achieve by doing this was also to get it to jump out of second gear.
 
is there anything that i can do - without a major amount of work - in order to try to minimise the jumping out of first (and sec-
ond) gear later this week when i get the car out of hibernation to get it ready for a trip to france next week?

i replied as follows:

with regard to your gearbox, it is relatively unusual for them to jump out of first gear.  i have  experienced this with a gearbox i 
rebuilt with a dud new first gear wheel.  the cure was to bin it and replace it with a good useable original item.   the fault may 
lie in the linkage - lever gate, rods, eiffel tower - or in the gearbox lid.  dealing with the latter is somewhat time consuming as it 
involves removing bonnet grille radiator and cross member to get access.  otherwise its an internal gearbox fault which will be 
even more time consuming.  best of luck!

an update received after the french trip:

thanks Jonathan.  i adjusted the gear selector rods again - without any success - but i think you are correct about the problem 
probably lying in the linkage as this time i drove the car i had significant problems with the operation of the lever gate and there 
now seems to be a significant amount of play in both the pivot shaft on the bulkhead and in the joints at both ends of the two 
selector arms.  the problem with first and second gears seems to be that the levers on top of the gearbox are not being moved 
far enough for them to positively engage and so the two gears can 'jump' back out - just when you don't want them to.

do you, or any of our readers, have any advice on how to overhaul the lever gate, the pivot shaft and the lever rods? 

toCtech
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Tom Evans visits Angoulême

Circuit des remparts d'angoulême

when the eastern section met up at heydon village 
in august Jasmin mentioned to me that she was 
going to angouleme in south west france for the 
Classic Circuit des remparts race on september 17-
19th. i had never heard of it and had often been in 
that part of france in late september. 

it just happened that i had booked a crossing to 
france a day or so before with the intention of 
spending a couple of weeks drifting around the 
dordogne in the big 15, and we were staying just 
50 miles from angouleme. 

we motored down in style with no problems arriving 
in bourdeilles on the saturday. weather was great 
so sunday we headed back to angouleme for the 
race day and (hopefully) to meet up with Jasmine 
and her party who had come down in a ds.

on entering angouleme we saw no mention of the 
race, so headed for the old town and remparts. 

the old town was very easy to find and once there 
we saw classic cars parked all over the place and 
eventually we saw a small poster advertising the 
event. 

the race must be on!

we parked fairly easily next to a ferrari and scimitar 
from the uK and within 5 minutes we were next to 
the pits and amid all the activity and wonderful 
atmosphere. 

the race has been taking place since the 30’s 
so how come i hadn’t heard about it in little old 
norfolk? i must get out more.

in the pits there were morgan 3 wheelers, bugattis, 
austin 7 specials, alphas, rileys, db panhards etc, 
etc.  - but no tractions!!!!!!!

however the race winners drove a lap of honour in 
an early d convertible and i spotted a white normal 
parked by the road.

it was great fun and i would really recommend this 
event to any old car fan.  in fact, in my opinion, it 
should be a fixture for the toC events calendar next 
year.

the big 15 did us proud during the holiday and 
we arrived back home having covered over 2000 
miles. i would like to say she didn’t miss a beat but 
there was the odd misfiring now and again when 
travelling slowly with the engine straining slightly. 

i'm not sure what this was (or is) but coming back 
from dover she purred along the motorways at 70+ 
mph keeping up with all the other crazy m25 traffic 
- which was a bit of a shock after 2 weeks in france 
travelling on n and d roads and hardly seeing 
another vehicle.

the only other frustration/problem was with the 
fuel gauge.  on the return trip the gauge refused 
to admit we were using any petrol, staying firmly 
at full. 

after about 250 miles - when turning right - it would 
briefly go to zero, waver about a bit, then return to 
full again. 

sometimes it would nestle back to quarter full but if 
a left turn was made we would be full again! 

tapping the gauge made little difference. has 
anyone had a similar experience, and know a cure 
before i have to take the dashboard out?

have a look at www.circuit-international-des-
remparts.com and put it in the diary for next year

Tom Evans
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we were very fortunate to be able to finish the toC 
2010 annual rally at alnwick Castle, it is after all the 
second largest inhabited Castle in england. the 
other of course, being windsor. 

so we were highly delighted when we were 
planning the rally that they said we could use it. a 
few months afterwards came the announcement 
that monsieur Christian perdrier had been 
appointed as Chief executive officer of the Castle 
and garden. 

perfect we thought - what could be better than a 
fully fledged frenchman to award the trophies for 
the concours?   

so, tongue-in-cheek, i asked if he would. "he'd 
be delighted" came the response "but he knows 
nothing about cars. what does he have to do?" we 
said "shake a few hands and smile at the camera.".  

who is Christian perdrier? well, he's a top flight 
international hotelier and theme park boss. he 
spent 12 years in charge of disneyland paris and 
then moved to sheik mohammad's dubailand 
hotel and theme park resort. 

whilst there he signed up 6 theme parks and 20 
hotels. then the downturn came and the duchess 
of northumberland headhunted him to help out 
developing her alnwick garden and the Castle. 

but this time he's not going to make another theme 
park - he's going to bring 1000 years of history 
alive.

after he had presented the Club awards he said to 
me "if you have a photograph of the cars in front 
of the Castle i'd like a copy please to hang in my 
office."  

fortunately walter Callens had taken a superb 
photograph which he gladly volunteered for the 
cause.

the photograph was enlarged, the toC logo and 
suitable words of gratitude (provided by bernie 
shaw) were added in the form of brass plaques 
before being framed. 

on monday 13th september wendy and i were 
invited to have coffee with Christian. he told us 
that at the awards he had been quite delighted to 
be introduced to someone who was able to speak 
fluent french (thank you bernie and bev for being 
his guides and showing him around the cars). 

we presented him with his picture, with which he 
was absolutely delighted, and he said it would go 
in his office.  we chatted about the cars and he'd 
obviously remembered much that he had been 
told. 

he said "andre Citroën would be proud of the 
people keeping alive and running the cars that he 
produced such a long time ago. you must carry on 
doing it."  

so now hanging in Christian perdrier's' boardroom 
in an english Castle is a memento of the traction 
owners Club visit of 2010.

graham & wendy handley

below  left-
the framed   photograph 

below right
graham handley presents 
Christian perdrier with his 
commemorative photo.

toC annual rally 2010

The Finale!
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rosalie goes to le mans

the cover of the July/august magazine added to 
my anticipation of the 2010 le mans classic as i was 
going there in my 1932 rosalie, since my (t)rusty 
commerciale is completely dismantled, undergoing 
restoration of the body.  

preparation of the car included new tyres on the 
back, new brake shoes on the front, an oil change, 
greasing and a thorough check over.  thanks to 
member david gale, i now know that a satnav will 
work fine on a 6v. system, so a suitable socket was 
also wired in discreetly behind the dashboard.  

although by modern standards a rosalie is 
lamentably slow (cruise speed 45-50mph, flat out 
65) thanks to our congested roads and speed limits 
journey times are not all that much longer than in 
a modern car. 

Consequently we were at portsmouth very early 
for the thursday morning ferry. there were many 
exotic cars waiting to board, such as this stylish 
lagonda.  i spotted a light 15, and discovered that 
the new french owner had just bought it to add to 
his two other tractions because he loves the right 
hand drive and plush interior of the slough built 
cars.  

on arrival at le havre, the heat was intense.  after 
an extended natter with friends we set off to sille 
le guillaume, a small town some 20 miles from le 
mans.  stopping on the way at gace, among the 
many english registered cars was a normale, en 
route from the midlands to le mans.  

at our hotel/restaurant that evening we met an 
affable english couple touring in their bentley 
special comprising a 1949 mark vi with an allegedly 
prewar touring body fitted.  the owner explained 
that when w.o.bentley designed the morris minor, 
the shape of the bonnet was inspired by the 
bootlid/tailpiece of this car.  extraordinary.

friday lunchtime we had a rendezvous with friends 
from a french car club for english sports cars at a 
very pretty village in the alpes mancelles, st. Ceneri 
le gerei.  on our way there we spotted a very fine 
1950 légère in a workshop at a small village.  the 
owner said it was an unrestored car with just 
80,000km. from new.  

when it was made there was a strike at michelin, 
which the Citroën factory got round by importing 
rubery owen wheels as fitted to slough cars.  
pictured here is a 1950 light 15 fitted with the same 
wheels.  also in the workshop was a 1925 renault 
nn, which was unfortunately off the road due to a 
run big end, and some ancient motorcycles.  

st. Ceneri is a beautiful village, and a riverside 
picnic with friends was great.  rosalie looked a little 
strange parked among low slung english sports 

cars, as did a custard yellow morris minor.  

most of the group planned to go to their hotel in 
le mans, check in and press on to the circuit.  the 
thought of driving through friday traffic in le mans 
on a blazing hot afternoon did not appeal, so we 
opted to continue exploring the alpes mancelles.  

entering st leonard we saw some people bathing 
in the river near a sign saying it was forbidden.  
following their example, we jumped in and cooled 
down.  excellent.  

nearby was a hotel/restaurant with an impressive 
collection of bentleys outside.  we joined them for 
drinks and chat.  they were surprised to learn that 
rosalie is a Citroën.  it seems that the folk memory 
of Citroëns only goes as far back as the traction.  

by then it was time to find our hotel in st. saturnin, 
just north of le mans.  on the way there i was 
bowling along a dual carriageway with, i confess, 
my left arm out of the window when a group of 
motorcyclists came past.  one of them, on a yellow 
ducati came right alongside, reached out and 
shook me firmly by the hand before speeding off.  

at the hotel we heard tales of woe from some who 
had not reached the circuit having been defeated 
by the heat and the traffic, or had been stuck for a 
while waiting for their car to cool down.  

on saturday the cunning plan was to get to the 
circuit by going round le mans on a motorway.  
unfortunately our convoy split up and three cars 
turned up at the circuit hours later having done the 
journey via nogent le rotrou.  

the queue to get in to the circuit was awful, and the 
temperature was on its way to 40 degrees.  several 
cars expired in the heat.  once inside, everything 
was in full swing.  on one club stand was a very fine 
1934 familiale, with all the features of its day. this 
is a real rarity, as early familiales were notoriously 
flexible.  this adler looks like something from a 50s 
sci fi film.  

in the paddock i caught up with antonia loysen 
and Celia stevens preparing their-ahem-racing C4. 
this is an approximate re-creation of a C4 entered 
for the 24 hour race of 1932 by the 27 year old 
henri de la sayette, who six years earlier inherited 
money that he spent on cars.  perhaps this was the 
reason for his choice of car.  driven by Charles wolf, 
unhappily it expired after three laps.  

antonia and Celia were hoping to better this.  in the 
event, they did 12 laps in their three outings, taking 
2 hours 19.5 minutes, placing them 49th. out of 65, 
a new record for the marque.  Congratulations!  

during the afternoon the heat was inescapable, 

Jonathan Howard describes his visit to Le Mans Classic 2010
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as the tarmac around the circuit and paddocks 
intensified it further.  because of the crowds (33% 
more than 2008) there were long queues for any 
refreshment, all of which were very expensive.  

without a ticket valid for a grandstand, views of 
the track were very limited.  however there was so 
much to see and hear around the circuit that i did 
not feel disappointed.

rather than return to the circuit on sunday we 
opted to head north, stopping off at alencon, a 
town i had only ever driven around.  it has in fact a 
very pleasant old quarter.  

from there we followed signs that guided us to 
monuments of the fierce battles that ensued in the 
months following the d day landings of 1944.  

further north, we looked at the basilica of st. 
therese in lisieux.  Construction of this started in 
1929 and was completed in 1954.  

the final adventure of the day, after dining in 
honfleur, was to be locked out of our hotel after 
midnight with someone who had lost the piece of 
paper with the entry code on it.

after an excellent lunch in le havre we boarded 
the monday afternoon ferry to portsmouth.  the 95 
mile run to oxfordshire took just over two hours.  

throughout the 1000km. trip rosalie had run 
faultlessly, never overheated, used no water and 
very little oil.  pretty good for a 77 year old car.

Jonathan Howard

below -

images from the 
le mans Classic as 
experienced by 
Jonathan howard

rosalie goes to le mans
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restoration special 

you will remember that shaun's Citroën is a 1953 
lhd, small boot normale and that in floating power 
vol 33 issues 4 and 5 renovation of the bodyshell 
and the braking, steering and suspension was 
dealt with and that part 3 in vol 33 issue 6 dealt 
with overhaul of the engine.

readers will recall that in october 2009 i went into 
hospital for a knee replacement.  the operation 
was very successful and my knee is now healed 
well enough to enable me to work on the lower 
parts of the car. thank you everyone for your good 
wishes.

with the engine done and fitted back into the 
car my attention turned to connecting it up. 
unfortunately, whilst the car was stored in a farm 
shed waiting to be renovated, many parts where 
stolen from it. the stolen parts included the top 
lever brackets for the Clutch, the flexible Clutch 
adjusting Cable, anchor points and the connecting 
rods to the brakes, Clutch and accelerator, and the 
rods to the gear changers, and the distributor.  i 
only hope they were useful to the person who took 
them . 

i doubt very much that he will ever reflect on the 
amount of work and the problems he has caused 
me by leaving me with no patterns to follow, 
however, with time and patience i have been able 
to fabricate all the missing parts and i am now very 
pleased with the finished work now that all the 
parts have been polished and re-painted.

with the mechanical connections complete it was 
time to start on the wiring.  what a job this proved 
to be -  working behind the dashboard in the dark, 
lying on my back connecting wires i couldn’t see. 

all these jobs had to be done, but were not easy 
without a ramp or hydraulic lift to raise the car to 
shoulder height.  to me this is all part of the fun 
and contributes to the sense of achievement from 
a job well done - something that is not always 
understood or appreciated by other people ( unless 
of course they are toC members).

being one of life's optimists i had hoped by this time 
to be writing more on the body work, but because 
last winter was so cold i haven’t progressed as fast 
as i hoped that i would.

l thought however that a photograph of the boot 
showing how i have cut a rusty section out and have 
begun the task of replacing it with a new piece, 
which will be welded in before the full renovation 
of the lid, would show that work is still ongoing.

the registration on the boot ( 221 dv 79 ) i believe 
indicates that the car was registered in paris.  i 
wonder if floating power readers could confirm 
this.    my wife has tried to look this up for me on 

top right -

the boot lid showing 
the french registration 
number and the work 
so far on replacing 
rusty sections of the 
metalwork.

Centre right

the gear change rods that 
have been fabricated for 
the car.

bottom right

the new distributor and 
new wiring..

Shaun's Citroën - Part 4
the internet but it seems from what she says that 
the french system is quite complicated to follow so 
any help would be greatly appreciated.

Andrew Kemp
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technoclassica, essen  11th/12th april 2010

with it being less than 27 months to the 15th iCCCr, i decided 
that an “expedition” to essen was required this year to lead the 
way with our marketing campaign.   Cheap train and flight from 
manchester to dusseldorf , with a 20 minute connection from the 
airport to essen haupt bahnhoff and a reasonable hotel at €40 per 
night and i was sorted!

loaded up with leaflets and tourist information for the pickering 
area and i was all prepared for the presentation i had been asked 
to give on the saturday evening to the german branch of the aCi 
at their agm.

promoted as “the largest Classic car show in europe” i can only 
agree, however the majority of what was on display appeared to 
be heavily focused on mercedes, bmw, audi and vw – each of 
which occupied most of a “hall”. in total there are over 18 separate 
halls and four outdoor display to display vehicles for sale.

in addition there was a “galeria” where various restoration 
techniques were being displayed. unlike the neC event in 
november, there were lots of big dealers with big displays of cars 
at big prices…

thomas loebenstien and i went off in search of the lost 7c to 
discover that there were two of them!   they were both 1935 
models, one had a later 1911 cc engine and shock absorbers, 
rather than the 1400 cc engine and friction pads – yours for a mere 
€105,000. the other had the correct engine and suspension but 
surface rusting on the bumper supports. nice paint job (in blue) 
but would you really part with €120,000 for it? i think not. 

there were no other tractions for sale, however there was a “1963 
ds decapotable”, which appears to have been repaired with 
domestic electrical connectors and had a black (lhs) hydraulic 
reservoir with a green lhm sticker on it – hmm! add to that some 
nasty chunks knocked out of the rear boot door …….. yours for 
€89,000…. next!

stephan Joust and his aCi colleagues had done an excellent job in 
organizing a stand which represented some of the many Citroën 
Clubs in germany, similar in size to the toC and CCC stands at last 
year’s neC event. pride of place on the stand were a brace of gss 
and sms, along with their designer – robert operon. this was of 
course to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the launch of both 
models in 1970.  the other side of the stand was populated with a 
matte black CX gti, traction familiale, 2Cv and ds set in a desert 
rally scenario.

i understand that late on the sunday the promoters were reporting 
that there had been over 200,000 visitors to the four day event 
which had commenced on thursday.

my thanks go out to stephan and his team for the wonderful 
hospitality extended to me and patience whilst i presented (and 
he translated) the overview of the proposals for the 15th iCCCr to 
the german Club representatives.

so if you fancy a weekend away looking at beautiful cars with 
plentiful supplies of Currywurst, Cabbage and Chips, then 
technoclassica 2011  is the place to be!

see you in 2011….
Mick Popka

Mick Popka describes his visit to Technoclassica 2010
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traction ownership

i bought my 11bn in march 2008 via John gillard as 
an mot’d good runner and immediately joined the 
toC.  i found a good spares service and stock with 
Chris and a lively and responsive club magazine.  
i have had several mentions in floating power 
from which those with a good memory will know 
that my wife is disabled and needs a wheelchair 
for anything more than short distances, that we 
also have a 1936 riley special tourer which was 
becoming less practical for long journeys or 
holidays, that we both love the style of tractions 
being of the original maigret generation, and that 
we chose a big boot normale as the wheelchair fits 
in the boot.

i had had the riley in pieces for 15 years before 
getting it on the road and didn’t want to do that 
again – hence my purchase of a basically sound 
runner this time.  i thought i would write this now 
to list what i have found and done over these 
first months of ownership as it might help or 
interest other newcomers (or horrify experienced 
tractionistes!).

we loved it (and the attention it drew) from day 
1 and started to use it for serious journeys to visit 
relatives. i found it soon overheated at cruising 
speed and boiled up a couple of times.  this was 
easily cured by a replacement radiator from toC 
spares and it now gives no problems even under 
arduous conditions in the hottest weather.

it also had a persistent irregular misfire at tickover 
(see earlier articles and emails).  it had 4 equal 
compressions of about 105 psi.  after many months 
of trying to eliminate possible causes it finally 
disappeared after i had cleaned and adjusted 
everything, fitted new plugs and leads,  fitted a 
new distributor and replica carburettor (i thought 
the prices were very reasonable) and as they both 
came with vacuum connection – found and fitted 
an appropriate connector.

the car had originally had a heater fitted long ago 
in the passenger footwell which, when i bought 
the car, did absolutely nothing as the matrix 
was clogged. John gillard changed this before 
collection for a replica circular one fitted centrally 
and utilising the hose connections from the original 
conversion.  this also was not very effective as 
circulation was poor. in addition the engine took 
a long time to warm up and run smoothly with the 
new radiator. the original heater hose connection 
to the somewhat perished top hose was a weird 
old adaptor bolted through the side wall.  

i bought a new top hose, cut it in half and inserted 
an 35/35/15 end feed copper plumbing connection 
to replace it.  i then put a renault 4 thermostat, in 
which i had drilled a few holes to ensure some 
circulation under any conditions, in the top hose 
upstream of this connection.  the heater therefore 

acted as a bypass to the thermostat so the extra 
holes were probably unnecessary.  anyway the 
heater now works well, the engine warms up 
quickly and i have had no overheating problems 
(even when driving hard at 30+ degrees in france). 
of course the heater matrix is always hot but not 
much heat comes into the car until the fan is on 
and the flaps opened.

i then got fed up with having to drive round in 
second gear in town in winter in order to keep the 
battery charging when lights, wipers and heater 
blower were on.  so i fitted an alternator, which was 
easy as my car was already 12 volts and negative 
earth.  i bought a unit outright from a specialist 
reconditioner who was happy to fit a wide pulley 
suitable for the belt. i also needed a longer belt. i 
made up a bracket to fit it to the original fixings so 
the change is completely and quickly reversible.  

the car had come equipped with hazard lights 
operated by a fascinating and fearsome brass 
and mica switch with external contacts which 
no longer worked but had permanently live 
exposed connectors behind the dashboard!  this 
had operated a warning light fitted in the dash.  i 
utilised this light as the warning light to energise 
the alternator.  i found i had to fit a higher wattage 
bulb to make the alternator work.  

i then made the hazard lights work (apart from the 
obvious benefits they are useful to show you are 
disabled when boarding a ferry) by discreetly fitting 
a switch with a built in light (legal requirement) 
which operates 2 relays.  on the same discreet 
panel i fitted a cigarette lighter socket to charge 
my phone and camera batteries and run the sat 
nav. 

the car had been fitted with windscreen washers 
operated by a hand pump deep under the dash 
on the passenger side.  washers are an essential 
today but to operate these i had to lean across and 
grope through the under dash wiring tangle to 
push the button – neither safe nor satisfactory.  i 
therefore fitted an astra washer bottle with a built 
in electric pump (obtained from scrap yard) and 
another small flick switch on the above mentioned 
panel. this didn’t look right under the bonnet but 
i painted it black to blend in a bit.  in the future i 
hope to motorise the original washer bottle which 
is smaller and looks more period.

the car came with one modern Cv joint driveshaft 
and one original with the twin outboard uJ’s – 
which were quite worn. everyone said they never 
actually break so i left it for a year and listened to 
the occasional noises.  eventually, prior to a holiday, 
i bit the financial bullet and bought a new shaft 
plus a full set of tools (£ouch!) to do the job.  having 
started the job i soon found i needed some larger 
sockets and a very large adjustable spanner to fit 

Terry Ward describes his first 30 months of Tractioneering
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traction ownership

and hold the tools and various nuts.  the workshop 
manual and spares diagrams proved useful to some 
degree as i felt my way up a steep learning curve.  i 
found that the suspension had to be jacked up to 
certain angles to allow the top ball joint extractor 
to fit and to extract the bolts on the gearbox flange. 
oh for a haynes type illustrated manual!  anyway 
the job was successfully completed in a couple of 
evenings.

however the above job revealed that the brake 
linings were down to the rivets.  an exchange set 
was quickly sent by Chris and work commenced.  i 
soon found out about the need to centralise them 
using the eccentric bushes but didn’t have the 
tool. i improvised by removing the key from the 
stub axle and then boring a suitably sized hole in 
a short length of 3” x 1” timber to fit snugly around 
the axle. a small hole to tightly hold a bit of stiff 
wire at the outer end and we were ready.  

i set the bushes at their innermost position, replaced 
the drum and adjusted the top of the shoes out 
with the snail cams until they just rubbed when 
the drum was rotated. i then removed the drum, 
applied the wooden tool and bent the wire until it 
just touched the shoes at the top.  i then adjusted 
the eccentric bushes until the wire touched all 
round the linings.  to check i rubbed chalk over all 
the linings, replaced the drum, adjusted the brakes 
on slightly, then rotated the drum, removed it and 
checked that the chalk had been rubbed evenly.  
some slight fine tuning of the bushes is possible 
at this stage.

as the car was now very reliable and usable we 
wanted to actually use it for something more than 
shopping, going to church and the occasional 
wedding.  we decided on an autumn holiday in 
brittany and normandy in 2009 as we didn’t know 
that part of france well and it’s the nearest bit. 

we booked a small hotel at Cancale and the fast 
brittany ferry from portsmouth to Cherbourg.  i 
bought a magnetic gb badge for the boot and 
some headlight correctors.  

of course i had no idea where to position them 
so i contacted the manufacturers who gave some 
helpful advice.  by experiment i found a position 
where just the circular part seemed to block most 
of the not very strong light which was heading in 
the wrong direction. i followed the instructions 
and stuck them on.

we had to be in portsmouth by 7.30 am which 
meant an early start from st albans.  while going 
down the m3 in heavy rain one of the headlamp 
correctors suddenly flipped up above the rim and 
after a few minutes of flapping blew away.  the 
other followed soon after!

we landed at Cherbourg and the car immediately 
felt at home on french roads. being paris-built the 
steering wheel is on the right (left) side for france 
which helped a lot.

we found a small restaurant well off the tourist 
routes and parked outside (how often can you do 
that in the uK!?).  we had a good meal and received 
many favourable comments about the car (at least 
i think they were favourable – we don’t speak any 
french and they didn’t speak any english).

after lunch we motored on and eventually felt 
brave enough to overtake someone travelling just 
slower than our preferred speed.  at full throttle on 
the wrong side of the road the engine cut out and 
spluttered.  we tucked back in and pulled over.  the 
engine ticked over happily and all seemed well so 
we continued.  it happened once more half an hour 
later.  as the temperature was in the 30s i thought 
it might have been the infamous vapour lock and, 
after filling the tank with cold petrol, we had no 
more trouble that day or for the rest of the holiday.

we went to the arromanches 360 normandy 
exhibition on the cliff tops on a day which was 
so windy our magnetic gb badge blew off.  we 
enjoyed the bayeaux tapestry but couldn’t see a 
traction anywhere on it!

we had a great holiday, covering about 1,200 miles 
in 8 days.  we went to a classic car meeting we had 
seen on the internet but found we were the only 
traction there (“Classic car” now seems to mean 
an 80s hot hatch over there) and we only saw one 
other traction on the road.  

however we did have many “conversations” 
(frustrated by lack of a common language) about 
the car. fortunately some spoke english and made 
comments such as “how old”, “how many cylinders/
horsepower”, “my father had one of these – can i 
see if it smells the same”, i learnt to drive in one of 
these”, “i had one in 1961 in brazil”, “didn’t i see you 
a few days ago at mont st michel” – and so on.  most 
of you reading this will be used to such reactions 
but we found it delightful.

Just three days after we arrived back home, safely 
and with no problems, i heard a strange rubbing 
noise when out shopping. investigation revealed 
that one of the tank supporting straps had snapped 
and was rubbing on the road.  the tank had dropped 
about 4 inches on that side but fortunately the other 
strap held.  as no one seems to stock these straps i 
repaired it with some bits from my scrap box but i 
was glad this hadn’t happened in france. 

this year we thought we would repeat the 
experience - but go a bit further south and take the 
overnight ferry from plymouth to roscoff (highly 
recommended).  

preparation of the car was limited to changing the 
oils, checking points and plugs and greasing all 
those nipples, having invested in a battery powered 
grease gun which makes the job much easier  (no 
more trying to find the right angle to both get on 
the nipple and operate the side lever on my manual 
gun!).
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it’s a long way to plymouth from st albans but we 
had all day so didn’t have to rush.  however, while 
overtaking a slow lorry up a dual carriageway hill 
on full throttle, the engine spluttered and we had 
to drop back (déjà vu?).  

the problem rapidly got worse over the next 
minutes until we could only go up hills on quarter 
throttle.  it was clearly a fuel supply problem – 
proved by the engine stopping immediately i took 
the supply pipe off the carb – there was only just 
enough getting through to keep it ticking over – 
the float bowl must have been empty. 

the culprit turned out to be the plastic filter which 
had been fitted in the supply pipe to the pump – 
it was completely blocked even through it looked 
clean.  when i took it off and shook it, it was like 
one of those old snowstorm paperweights – the 
petrol in the filter instantly turned from clear to 
copper coloured.  

i blew back through it several times which got us 
going as well as ever again and then managed to 
buy a replacement from a motor factor in plymouth 
just before they shut. Could it have been the same 
problem last year? – in which case why had i had 
no trouble for year including a short tour in the 
derbyshire peaks and dales? 

the tank is obviously rusting internally and i suspect 
other problems as i get a strong petrol smell if i fill 
it right up (or corner too enthusiastically!) so a new 
tank might be a good idea in the future to solve all 
these problems.

we had another great holiday with the usual too 
much good food, unusually good weather for mid 

september and the usual favourable interest in the 
car. in 1,500 miles, as on our previous holiday, we 
saw very few old cars on the road.

the car was trouble free in france but i particularly 
noticed the gap between 2nd and top gear when 
going up the very long hills that abounded where 
we were staying in the Quimper region.  once the 
revs rose it was fine but it laboured a bit at low revs 
and i often had to drop back to 2nd.

back in england we endured almost 3 hours at 
a real 60 mph (checked against my sat nav – 102 
kph indicated) on the m3 with the car going well.
however “pride comes before a fall” and the 
following week i had a regular chuffing noise at 
low revs.  it sounded like a blown exhaust manifold 
gasket but wasn’t unfortunately.  

i tracked the noise to the oil filler hole and found 
it stopped when i removed number 3 plug lead.  
a compression test revealed that number 3 had 
half the compression of the other cylinders.  a few 
good squirts of engine oil down the bore almost 
restored the compression to normal so obviously 
i have a broken piston ring. it must have been 
causing the lack of low down power on the french 
hills.  

surprising the car is still perfectly drivable with 
a steady tickover.  as i have to take a friend and 
his daughter to her wedding in a few weeks time i 
intend to leave the repair until after that.

watch this space – another article looms!

Terry Ward

traction ownership

your papers please !

Robert Whittaker looks back to life in 1940s France

with the battle for france at an end the german 
occupying authorities rapidly took control and new 
regulations were gradually introduced covering all 
aspects of everyday life. 

apart from food and clothing coupons etc. the 
french population were obliged to carry with them 
at all times a number of documents written in 
french and german, notably the ‘ausweis’ (personal 
id card).

for those lucky enough not to have had their vehicle 
requisitioned a special vehicle / driving permit was 
issued called the ‘Zulassungsbescheinigung’. 

this was issued to people in so-called ‘essential 
work’ but was by no means an open pass as travel 
was restricted and fuel was severely rationed. and 
as the war progressed petrol would be virtually 
impossible to obtain for civilian use. 

according to max hastings, in his book ‘das reich’, 
even german officers were stealing fuel from 
their own supplies in 1944 to visit the fleshpots in 
toulouse ! 

those french civilians who were lucky enough to 
be able to convert their vehicles to non-rationed 
fuels eg : gazogène could keep motoring in some 
limited fashion.
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your papers please !

the Zulassungsbescheinigung permit had to be 
displayed in the bottom right corner of the vehicle’s 
windscreen with it’s front page, bearing the 
distinctive red diagonal stripe, on view.

this permit from my own collection may be 
interesting to toC members as it was issued in 
november 1940 for a Citroën 11Cv.
the first page of the pass gives details of the 
vehicle: 

 make of vehicle : Citroën avec remorque •	
 engine power : 11Cv, •	
 payload : 500 kgs •	
 registration number :  3.280-rm-4, •	
 motor number : d.y. 06441•	

in this case the ‘trailer’ referred to on the pass was 
probably the gazogène unit. 

the second page gave details of the registered 
owner :

 name and address of registered owner :   •	
 Charles torrevier, 54 ave.augustin    
 dummontà malakoff. seine.
 valid dates : 4.11.1940  till  31.12.1941.•	

the pass then contains both the german and french 
official stamps.

the back page of the pass was reserved for 
observations and additions.

in this case the profession of the permit holder 
was described as ‘industriel’, the permitted fuel 
was stipulated as 'gazogène only' and the pass 
was stamped ‘valid only on sundays and public 
holidays’.

for those drivers (eg. doctors) with permission to 
drive at night and during the curfew ( from the 
french ‘couvre-feu’ ) there were further regulations 
regarding the vehicle lights. 

these regulations required headlamps to be 
blacked out with just a sliver of light showing (as if 6 
volt lamps were not dim enough !) or, alternatively, 
the car could be fitted with officially authorised 
‘hooded blackout lamps’.

these, as shown by the above photograph,  were 
similar to the notek (tarnscheinwerfer) blackout 
lamps fitted to all german military vehicles. 

this particular lamp was made by the french 
company guichard, it is dated 1943 and was 
originally fitted to a Citroën u-23 lorry.

tractions which were requisitioned by the 
germans and classed as le.pkw (0) ‘leichter 
personenkraftwagen’ (light staff car) were :

 fitted with notek lamps, •	
 had their headlamp lenses painted over •	
 or were issued with removable canvas   •	
 headlamp covers.

Bob Whittaker
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don't pull too hard !

i was out shopping in the traction last month (the 
poor thing gets used at very opportunity) and 
parked up to pop into a shop. 

when i came to restart the car i pulled the ‘d’ knob 
but unusually there was no resistance to my pull 
and the starter did not engage – “oh dear” i said (or 
something like that anyway!). 

so out with the starting handle, much to the 
amusement of the onlookers, and eventually we 
got away. 

upon my return home i dismantled the starter 
switch on the top of the starter motor to find out 
what the problem was. 

the cable from the dashboard is linked to a crank 
arm that rotates a shaft. on this shaft is a cam that, 
in turn, rotates to push a spring steel strip against 
the live terminal from the battery. this completes 
the circuit to energise the starter motor. 

now the said cam cannot of course be of any material 
that would conduct electricity as this would simply 
short out to earth as soon as the spring steel strip 
made contact with the live terminal. 

on my car it appeared to have been made from 
some sort of fibre material, this had split into two 
and was loose on the shaft, hence the problem. 

the cam has a d shaped hole for the shaft to locate 
it, and it also has a small hole that engages with 
the return spring. it was simple enough, if rather 
fiddly, to make a new cam, and i used a tough 
plastic material i found in the scrap box. 

it looked like a thermoset of some sort, this seemed 
better than using a thermoplastic like polystyrene 
as the starter and the switch do get rather hot in 
service, mounted as they are near to the exhaust 
manifold. 

reassembly was another fiddly operation, but so 
far all seems to have been well and the switch is 
working well.

the failure of the cam may well have been 
exacerbated by my over-enthusiastic pulling on 
the starter switch, as all of the force is taken by 
that rather small fibre cam. 

perhaps members might like to think of this and 
be gentle when they pull on the ‘d’ knobs in their 
cars! 

my car is a 1939 légère by the way, perhaps later and 
slough built cars have different arrangements?

Mike Tebbett

Mike Tebbett has a starter problem

right -

we have it on good 
authority however that 
mike doesn't always 
use his traction as this 
photograph of a chance 
encounter between mike's 
2cv van and simon saint's 
light 15 in a country lane 
at wadborough near 
worcester shows.

photograph

simon saint
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events

november 2010

12-14  footman James Classic Car show neC, birmingham
14  rememberance sunday parade elvington, yorkshire
20  toC dinner & dance  staverton park, daventry (see page 34 for details)
21  toC agm   staverton park, daventry. 

april 2011

17  drive it day   for details of events in your area contact your section Co-ordinator
29 - 2 (may) a taste of holland   an introductory tour of holland organised by ton van leeuwen & arnoud  
      alderlieste.  for further details see pageXX. 
 
may 2011

28-29  la vie en blue   prescott, gloucestershire   tbc 

July/august 2011

tbc  toC annual rally   Kent. details to follow 

september 2011

9 - 11  Carcasonne rally   Carcassone, south west france.  organised by toC member hans p durr
16-18  Circuit international des ramparts angouleme, south west france.. for details and videos see  www.circuit- 
      international-des-remparts.com 

october 2011

14 - 16  war time weekend   1940s weekend based around the north york moors railway at pickering,  
      levisham, goathland and grosmont.  further details from mick popka. 

november 2011

tbc  footman James Classic Car show neC, birmingham
13  rememberance sunday parade elvington, yorkshire
tbc  toC dinner & dance  tbc)
tbc  toC agm   tbc 

July/august 2012

tbc  toC annual rally    shropshire. details to follow 

august 2012

16 - 19  15th iCCCr/toC annual rally yorkshire. details from mick popka or register at www.icccr2012.org.uk 

Please send details of future events to:
John barnes, toC editor, 

the byre, brockhurst lane, 
monks Kirby, rugby, 

warwickshire, Cv23 0ra
email: editor@traction-owners.co.uk
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events

“A Taste of Holland"  

Friday 29th April – Monday 2nd May 2011

"a taste of holland" is an introductory tour of holland that has been organised by two dutch traction owners, ton van leeuwen 
& arnoud alderlieste, who, having attended the 2010 toC annual rally in northumberland, wanted to share some of the 
delights of their own country with uK friends.

friday 29th april

the ferry from hull arrives at rotterdam at 9 o’clock in the morning and the tour starts from the military strongpoint hook of 
holland. which is where, on 13th may 1940, the last cabinet-meeting on dutch ground was held and from where Queen wilhelmina 
and the ministers fled to england.  the route will pass by windmills in Kinderdijk and (subject to agreement) will visit the warehouse 
of traction avant nederland (tan) in rijswijk (gelderland).

friday night will be spent in the 4 star hotel “de witte hoolevoet” in scherpenzeel where a double room will cost 75 eur (only 
for dinner guests).  details of the hotel can be found at www.witteholevoet.nl and reservations can be made by e-mail at : info@
witteholevoet.nl 

saturday 30th april (Queen’s day)

from scherpenzeel the tour will drive to the two oldest national parks of the netherlands: de hoge veluwe & de veluwe Zoom 
and in the afternoon will visit the old hanse town of Kampen.

saturday night will be spent in the hotel “de stadsherberg” in franeker where a double room will cost 92.50 eur.  details of the 
hotel can be found at www.stadsherbergfraneker.nl and reservations can be made by e-mail at : stadsherberg@gmail.com

sunday 1st may

sunday morning will start with a visit to the old university town franeker (friesland province) after which the route will be across  
the enclosure dam with the north sea on the right and the iJsselmeer (fresh water, the old Zuiderzee) on the left.   the enclosure 
dam is an essential part of the larger Zuiderzee works, damming off the Zuiderzee, which is a salt water inlet of the north sea.  
during the afternoon there will be opportunity to visit the Zuiderzee museum in enkhuizen.

sunday night will be spent in the hotel “de Keizerskroon” in hoorn where a double room will cost 90 eur.  details of the hotel can 
be found at www.keizerskroonhoorn.nl and reservations can be made by e-mail at : info@keizerskroonhoorn.n 

monday 2nd may

monday morning will start with a tour of hoorn which was founded in 716, and rapidly grew to become a major harbour town. 
during holland's 'golden age' (or 'golden Century') hoorn was an important home base for the dutch east india Company (voC) 
and a very prosperous centre of trade.  after the visit to hoorn the route will be via tulip fields to the ferry terminal at rotterdam 
where the tour will officially end..

the tour organizers, ton van leeuwen & arnoud alderlieste, have taken options on rooms at the above hotels but toC members 
wishing to take part must book directly with the hotels themselves (using the e-mail addresses given above).  please note that 
members must state the magic letters toC when making their reservations in order to get the prices stated above.

in addition to the cost of the ferry, hotels, food and fuel there will be a rally fee (per person) as follows:

   driver    55 eur
   adult passenger  (>13 year) 45 eur
   Child passenger (<13 years) 25 eur

this rally fee covers the cost of administration, the provision of an itinerary book for the tour and two tickets to tourist attractions 
that will be visited during the weekend.

for further information and to confirm your booking for the rally please send an e-mail to arnoud.alderlieste@planet.nl as soon as 
possible.    in order to assist the organisation of the tour and to ensure the availability of hotel rooms would toC members please 
note that reservations should be made before the end of this year and prices cannot be guaranteed after this time. 

ton & arnoud
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Classified adverts

1 small ads are free for current members of the toC and are for 

the disposal of vehicles and parts that  are their personal (private) 

property.

2  ads for accommodation  from members are charged at £6 per 

insert.

3  members’ ads should  include your membership details or 

payment.

4 ads from non-members cost £12 per insert and must be 

accompanied by a cheque payable to “the traction owners Club 

ltd.”

5 ads  may be edited or refused, and the editor cannot guarantee 

insertion into any specific issue, although every effort will be 

made to publish an advert in a specific month if requested.

6 the editor does not accept liability for printers’ or clerical 

errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes. please 

write legibly, and if you email your ad please only use plain text 

and no colours. 

7 ads for vin plates, v5 documents etc. will not be accepted.

8 ads received too late for a particular issue will automatically be 

inserted in the following issue unless otherwise instructed.

9 ads are only accepted by post or email, and must be sent to 

the address above. if ads are sent to any other address they will be 

delayed or may even fail to appear at all.

10 ads sent by email should be in plain, unformatted text. 

trade display adverts

trade display advertisements cost £240 per full page, pro rata 

rates apply for panel advertisements less than one page.   other 

trade advertisements cost £5 per column cm.

warning

unless members specifically request otherwise all advertisements 

that appear in the ‘tractions for sale’ and ‘parts for sale’ sections 

of this magazine will be displayed on the toC website approxi-

mately one week after the magazine is published.

in the past advertisements on the toC website  have attracted 

attempted ‘phishing’ and ‘cashback fraud’ attacks on toC mem-

bers.

members should therefore maintain the utmost vigilence when 

dealing with responses to their adverts.

if in any doubt check out the following websites for advice on 

what to look out for:

http://www.met.police.uk/fraudalert

http://www.carcrimeawareness.co.uk

http://www.binary.co.uk/chequescam

Please send adverts to:

John barnes,  toC adverts, the byre, 
brockhurst lane, monks Kirby, rugby, 
warwickshire  Cv23 0ra
email: editor@traction-owners.co.uk

for sale : after much heart searching i have de-
cided to sell pXp82 my light 15, slough built traction.  
those of you who know me will realise it is a difficult 
decision but because of lack of use i feel it better it 
goes to live with someone who will love it and use it 
more. it is regesitered as a 1955 car but is actually a 
1952 having spent its first years in Cyprus. originally 
black, it was resprayed maroon and black when total-
ly restored some 23 years ago.  if you can give my car 
a good home please contact me - asking price £6500 
ono.  Carole matthews 01527-854553 (warwickshire/
worcesthire border).

for sale : 1955 Citroen traction avant 11bl 1911cc 
lhd in attractive mid grey.  excellent condition, solid 
body resprayed 10 years ago.   nicely detailed engine 
compartment, new carburettor, fuel pump and dis-
tributor.  12 volt conversion.  interior in excellent con-
dition, grey headlining and two tone grey upholstery.  
lots of documentation, manuals and mots. stafford-
shire area.   offers based on £7000.  telephone 01889 
586040.

for sale :  1955 11b lhd normale.  paris built.  ivory 
with grey cloth trim.  engine runs very sweetly.  s/
steel exhaust, electric fuel pump.  very good body 
and mechanical condition with new brake cylinders, 
reground drums, new cv joints, regulator and rear 
shocks, steering wheel and door seals.  a really attrac-
tive car.  £7,500.  for further details please call harris 
mann  on 01905 351840  (worcester ).

for sale :  1955 Citroen 'big 15 family' luxury sa-
loon, rhd, finished in old english white with cream 
leather upholstery and red carpeting, with the option 
of 5 or 8 seat configuration.   totally rebuilt from shell 
up to highest specification with every single compo-
nent renewed, replaced or rebuilt.   one of only 7 rhd 
models thought to exist.  monocoque totally sound 

and never welded.   fitted 'd' engine, 4 speed gearbox 
and servo-assisted brakes.   this is an unique oppor-
tunity to purchase an extremely rare vehicle in excep-
tional condition, with no expense spared to make it so.  
sensible offers invited after full inspection and trial ( 
facilities available ). vehicle at aboyne, aberdeenshire.   
for more details/information please phone andy on 
013398 86290.

for sale : 1949 slough-built light 15, maroon colour, 
full restoration, bare metal respray and engine rebuild 
in 1998, red leather interior,  8500 miles since then.  
fully overhauled and waxoyled by Classic rstorations in 
2008.  workshop manual. Current registration number 
is 283 yua.    reluctant sale, £7950.  tel roy on 07990 518 
063 (bournemouth).

wanted :   rhd big 15 with small boot. Condition of 
engine, gearbox and paintwork not relevant.  please 
phone gerry on 01455 844648

wanted : student requires teacher/professor – en-
thusiastic traction owner, but clearly inept mechanic, 
requires help with beloved ‘delores’ 1953 lhd normale, 
happy to pay reasonable costs for help in stopping her 
stopping!  - Confidence lost in any serious outing, so 
she remains tucked up in garage.   please call david on 
07831 821647  (Kidderminster, worcestershire)

for sale :  pirelli and michelin Classic tyres for your 
Citroën. buy direct from the wholesalers at unbeatable 
prices! remember to mention you're a toC member 
when calling. tel: 01590 612261 or visit www.vintage-
tyres.com

for sale : Citroën 15 Cv ta (1938) 1/24 scale model 
kit (pre-painted metal body and plastic parts) by bur-
ago (italy) - £12.50 plus £2.50 p&p – robin dyke 01865 
858555

for sale - offers invited for 6 volt bulbs all sorts, as 
new bosch regulator, runbaken coil and special holder, 
6 volt radio.  all items taken from my 11bl.  telephone 
alan on 01621 782853 (essex).

for sale : tyres - michelin and pirelli 165r400, 
185r400, 130/140x40, 150/160x40 and 135x45 all miche-
lin.  please call dougal at longstone tyres on 01302 
711123 or email sales@longstonetyres.co.uk 

for sale  :  disposable fuel filters.  don't come 
grinding to a halt with blocked carb jets, fit a modern 
fuel filter to "catch the crud" from the bottom of your 
50+year old  fuel tank.  fits all models - available now to 
toC members at £1.75 each (+p&p). discount available 
for orders of 10+   email: mick@popka.co.uk   tel: 01904 
701 005  next day dispatch.
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TOC SPARES HOTLINE 

01243 511378   

Chris Treagust, 98 First Avenue, Batchmere, Chichester, 

West Sussex, PO20 7LQ.  

email chris.treagust@tesco.net

 TOC CLUB SHOP
for a range of clothing, models, books, signs, 

posters and gifts for the traction enthusiast contact  

 barry Curtis
 

22 Kings drive, paghambognor regis, sussex   po21 4py  tel/fax +44 (0) 1243 266 129         email : shop@traction-owners.co.uk
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Unit 8, Tims Boatyard, Timsway, Staines, Middlesex,  
TW18 3JY 

www.citroenclassics.co.uk 

* PARTS * SERVICING * REPAIRS * 
* RECONDITIONING * ELECTRICAL * 

OUR ON SITE BODYSHOP IS NOW 
OPEN FOR:  

* RESTORATION * RUST REPAIR * 

* PAINTWORK * RUSTPROOFING * 

Ask about weather proofing your doors! 

Citroen Classics 
Tel: 01784 452299 
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